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Finding A Voice
‘For Colored Girls’
Heart created by an abused kindergartner.
photo by Rassi

by Linda Young
Challenger Correspondent
Artwork created by
100 of the survivors of sex
ual assault in Pinellas
County is on display for
the public in a free exhibit
this month in an effort to
increase public awareness
and help end sexual vio
lence.
The artists range in age
from four-years-old to "65
plus" said Maria SanchezMasi, a rape crisis special
ist with the non-profit
Family Service Centers,
Inc. "The wonderful thing
is they're getting help."
Titled
"Survivors
Speak: From The Heart,"
the exhibit was co-spon-.
sored by Family Service
Centers
and
Florida
Craftsman Gallery. The
exhibit runs through April
30 in the atrium of the
Nelson Poynter Memorial
Library at the University of
South
Florida-St.
Petersburg campus. More
than 200 people attended a
reception for the artists
held last Friday, one of 20
events statewide to mark
Sexual Assault Awareness
Day.
One in four females
experience an attempted or

completed rape but males
are victims too.
Such statistics shock,
but
are
impersonal.
However, there is nothing
impersonal about the art
work created by each of the
participating
survivors.
The labels usually list the
artist's first name, age and
identity the perpetrator.
Many of artists are small
children and their abusers
were caregivers, people
such as their mom, or dad,
their uncle or aunt, their
sibling, their baby-sitter,
their neighbor, their pastor,
or their parent's partner.
Some survivors had multi
ple attackers.
Experts say sexual
assault is a "silent, violent
national epidemic" and that
a new victim is claimed
every 45 seconds nation
wide. The crime that
experts say is about vio
lence and power affects
this community as well.
Last year 1,000 of an esti
mated 3,500 assaults in
Pinellas were reported to
law enforcement officials.
The U.S. Bureau of Justice
says that only 30-percent

April is Winky Wright month! Winky has also been honored with his own street "Winky Wright
Boulevard." He is the first fighter from the greater St. Petersburg area to hold three championship
belts.
photo by Ernest Fillyau

Gibbs Gladiator Choir Gives
A Stunning Performance
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by Candace K. Clarke
Challenger Assistant Editor
In a production that
characterizes the stunning
strengths and struggles of
women of color, Ntozghe
Shange’s most recognized
choreopoem is a remark
able piece of artistic
expression. At times joy
ful, on occasions full of
anguish, and yet always
searching for honesty, "For
Colored Girls Who Have
Considered Suicide When
the Rainbow is Enuf' has
found its way to the
University
of
South
Florida (USF) performance
stage. Under the direction

of USF professor Fanni
Green, the first production
ran on April 2; other runs
will take place from now
until April 10 at the univer
sity’s Theatre 2.
This is the second
opportunity for Green, a
St. Petersburg native and
New York University
(NYU) graduate, to direct
the show. Twenty years
later, she finds herself still
attracted to the music, lan
guage and dance at the
heart of "For • Colored
Girls." As an associate pro
fessor of theatre, acting,

Girls
continued on pg. 6

Community Speak
Out------------------------

continued on pg. 5
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Al Johnson, center, portrays Jesus performing the miracle of turning water into wine.
photo by Rassi

bv Linda Young
Challenger Correspondent
For their second annual
spring concert the famed
Gibbs Gladiator Gospel
Choir presented a drama
tized adaptation of "The
Marriage Feast at Cana" set
to
African-American
gospel music and complete
with a change of water to
wine onstage.
Dr. Cody L. Clark, who
has a Doctorate in music,
wrote and directed an orig
inal story line of the
Biblical St. John Chapter 2.
On Sunday afternoon the
Choir and Multi-Cultural
Players performed this
story for an audience of
365 that nearly filled the
sanctuary of Trinity United
Church of Christ at 1150
49th St. N
Clark serves as coun

selor for the well-known
magnet arts program at
Gibbs High School. Less
well known is that only
one-fourth of the students
are in that program. The
Choir is not part of the
magnet program and was
started to give any student
at Gibbs a chance to partic
ipate in the arts. Barbara C.
Shorter, the now retired
principal who commis
sioned the Choir, thus mak
ing it. an official school
activity, was present.
After the public were
in their seats, the produc
tion began with the first
scene, "Seating of Wedding
Guests" who were in reali
ty the parents of the Choir
and Players. Webber's "Pie
Jesu" accompanied their
entrance.
Then Clark
addressed the audience and

explained how a mere
spring concert had mor
phed into a dramatized pro
duction. Clark said he had
received a fax from Trinity
last September offering the
space, props, scenery and
volunteers if the Choir
would hold a public pro
duction at Trinity on April
4,2004.
Then the second scene
or "Wedding Processional"
began, and 10 beautifully
attired couples followed by
eight bridesmaids elegantly
marched up the aisle to the
strains of Korsakov’s
"Procession of the Nobles."’
Onstage the bride and
groom sat behind a table
with a cake as their guests
began the festivities. Soon
the party discovered there
was no wine for the cele
bration.

About this time, the
"Brothas," a group of 13 in
casual clothing appeared
outside the building, peer
ing through the wall of
glass windows and doors
on the west wall of the
church.
Titled
"The
Intruders" the group —
portraying Jesus and his 12
disciples — entered and the
formally attired wedding
guests
argued before
admitting the party-crash
ers dressed mostly in Tshirts, jeans and sneakers.
While various slides
depicting Jesus were dis
played on a large screen
behind the students, the
actor portraying Jesus
instructed them to pour
water into a clear glass

Gibbs
continued on pg. 5

Police Chief Charles Hannon addresses the
attendees.

photo by Rassi

bv Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG People were asking, but
Police
Chief Charles
Harmon wasn’t telling.
At least that’s the way
it appeared during a forum
held last week at the Uhuru
House at 1245 l8th Ave. S.
Dubbed a "Community
Speak Out,” the forum
attracted about 50 people
and featured Harmon as the

guest speaker.
The purpose of the
event was to provide resi
dents with an "unbiased”
glimpse of the police
department said Abasi
Shomari, a member of the
International
People’s
Democratic
Uhuru
Movement.
"Other organizations
have held forums that were

Community
continued on pg. 5
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A knowledge of his
tory brings a feeling of
fellowship that runs
through the ages - be it a

territory, a village, a dis
trict, or a nation. To live
without history is likened
to living without a form

of memory. To be with- no real foundation, and lenger is committed to both the young an o
out history is to live very little meaning for featuring articles of all generations,
without roots or a past, the future.
ethnic culture for the
with the present having
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Fates of Bush and Kerry Shaped by Events
Out of Their Control —--------------------------------bv Ron Fournier
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)
- No president or presi
dential candidate ever
commanded his own fate,
but this year's White House
race may be unusually
capricious.
The political fortunes
of President Bush and
Democrat John Kerry are
largely out of their control,
pinned to unpredictable
outcomes in Iraq, the
vagaries of the economy
and the fight against terror
ism.
"There's a lot more
that can't be controlled than
can," said David Danbom,
history professor at North
Dakota State University in
Fargo.
That did not stop Bush
from spending $40 million
on television and radio
commercials in just one
month to champion his
fight against terrorism and
cast Kerry as a tax-raising
waffler.
Nor did it give Kerry
pause as he spent $6 mil-

lion in the same period to .
answer Bush's charges and
accuse him of neglecting
the economy. Democratic
interest groups spent an
additional $14 million to
go negative on Bush.
Both candidates spent
additional millions on poll
ing, travel and consultants.
And yet, no amount of
money protects them from
the unexpected:
• Will violence ebb in
Iraq before Nov. 2?
• Will the economy
bounce back in a way that
voters notice?
• Will terrorism hit
America's shores again? If
so, would Americans rally
behind the commander in
chief or blame him?
"We don't know the
answers to those ques
tions," said GOP consultant
Joe Gaylord. "We don't
even know all the ques
tions."
One uncertainty is the
state of the economy,
which voters say is their
priority. Polls show that
Kerry is trusted over Bush

to increase employment in
an economy that has lost
2.2 million jobs since the
president took office.
Democrats hope the
issue helps lead to Bush's
defeat, as it did his father's
in 1992.
"It's probably not an
easy thing for the president
to acknowledge that the
most significant events of
the day are simply out of
his control," said Jim
Jordan, Kerry's former
campaign manager who
now speaks for a cluster of
independent groups dedi
cated to defeating Bush.
"Voters hold the presi
dent accountable for the
state of the world and the
state of the economy," he
said, "Like it or not, he is
tied to events in Iraq and
events in the economy.
And, unfortunately for
him, a clear majority of
voters clearly think the
country is headed in the
wrong direction."
Jordan speaks for the
Media Fund, which is air
ing an ad critical of Bush's

$87 billion reconstruction
plan for Iraq and Afghan
istan. The announcer says
that money could be used
to build new schools in
America, hire teachers, re
build the electrical grid and
give children health insur
ance. Then, in a final dig at
Bush, the announcer says:
"Shouldn't America be his
top priority?"
But Democrats could
not have predicted that the
ad would start running the
same day good economic
news emerged.
Some
308,000 jobs were created
in March, the Labor De
partment reported Friday.
Kerry and fellow Dem
ocrats had long dismissed a
steady decline in the'unem
ployment rate, pointing
instead to the loss of jobs.
Suddenly, they faced a
reversal of fortunes, betterthan-expected production
of jobs coupled with a
slight increase in the unem
ployment rate.
Former White House
press
secretary
Ari
Fleischer said Bush needs

robust job growth before
Nov. 2. While "all the
ingredients are in place,"
including low interest rates
and tax cuts, "there's not a
lot left that people can do
to influence it," he said.
Bush required a dose
of good news because all
his efforts to change the
subject from the economy
to terrorism seemed poised
to backfire.
Former counterterror
ism adviser Richard Clarke
accused the Bush adminis
tration of ignoring terrorist
threats; Bush bowed to
pressure and allowed na
tional security adviser
Condoleezza Rice to testify
before the Sept. 11 com
mission; and the murder
and mutilation of four U.S.
contractors near Baghdad
cast the U.S. occupation of
Iraq in grisly terms.
Credibility is the cor
nerstone of any president's
re-election bid, and Demo
crats contend they have
raised questions about
Bush's. One Democratic
expectation is that Clarke's

accusations erode Bush's
tough-on-terrorism image
and, in a worst-case sce
nario, ring true should ter
rorists strike again.
Danbom, the North
Dakota professor, said
Bush has more control than
Kerry because of the pow
ers of incumbency.
"The president can
have more impact in inter
national affairs than those
affairs can on him. I'm sure
Democrats worry about an
October surprise, the pop
ping up of Osama bin
Laden or something of that
sort," Danbom said.
"Any kind of aggres
sion overseas, which the
government can do at any
time, would produce a ral
lying around the flag and,
perhaps, rallying around
the president," he said.
Ron Fournier has cov
ered national politics and
the White House since
1993

Kevin Powell: A Young Black Man with a
Message and a Mission----------------------------------—
bv Ron Daniels
I have long watched ,
and admired from afar me
young journalist, author,
social commentator and
activist Kevin Powell as
one of the brightest stars of
the Hip Hop generation.
Indeed, I was delighted to
receive an autographed
copy of his latest book
“Who’s Gonna Take the
Weight?” from my daugh
ter as a Christmas gift last
year. Unfortunately, I had
never had the opportunity
to experience one of his
lectures. Therefore, when I
received an email announc
ing that he was sponsoring
a Town Hall Meeting on
the status of black men in
American society, I marked
my calendar and resolved
that nothing would prevent
me from attending.
Kevin
When March 26 ar
rived, however, I had one Place United Methodist
of those horrendous days, Church in Brooklyn, filled
loaded down with my work mostly with young people.
as Executive Director of At first, I thought that Jay Z
the Center for Constitu or 50 Cent was on the
tional Rights, the crisis in scene. But the star these
Haiti and related issues. By folks were lined up to hear
the end of the day, I felt fro a serious conversation
totally spent and tempted to on a Friday night was
abandon my long commit Kevin Powell. It was an
ment to go listen to Brother amazing evening.
Kevin Powell. While wav
As the keynote speaker
ering under the weight of and man of the hour,
fatigue, an inner voice, an Brother Powell did not dis
instinct urged me to rise appoint. A devote of
above the exhaustion and Malcolm X, he related to
press forward with my the audience that he too
commitment. When I had been a “man child in
emerged from the subway, the promised land,” a son
there was a huge line wrap of the ghetto of Jersey City,
ped around the Hanson New Jersey. His mother

Powell
tried to abort him twice.
His father turned his back
on the family abandoning
them when he was a little
boy. Hence he had tp suffer
the traumas, trials and
tribulations that so many
Africans entrapped in cir
cumstances created within
a hostile white supremacist
society have had to endure
- discrimination, exclusion,
poverty, degradation, shat
tered families, abuse, do
mestic violence, crime,
death ... “Black women
raising children by them
selves,” black boys being
groomed in the mean
streets to believe that
toughness, sexual prowess

and being a “lady killer”
equals manhood; Black
men internalizing the
“stud” tradition passed
down as a negative legacy
of enslavement - an envi
ronment which all too often
produces “self-hating, self
destructive Negroes.”
Brother Powell indicat
ed that he had not been
immune to these forces.
Like Malcolm, he too suc
cumbed to the lure of the
streets and the fatal attrac
tion of the pathologies of
the “hood.” He was a
bright, angry young man
who watched many of his
childhood friends wasted
by drugs, disappear into
prison or buried in the
cemetery. But something
inside him yearned to rise
above his circumstances,
something inside his soul
urged him to contain the
destructive impulses, the
learned behavior of the
streets to become a liberat
ing voice leading his peo
ple out of the dungeons
erected by white suprema
cy. He was determined to
overcome the self-hating,
self-destructive
Negro
within. Brother Powell said
that reading The Autobio
graphy of Malcolm X had
changed his life. He turned
this talent to journalism
and social and political
activism.
I have always said that
one of the greatest lessons
to be learned from the life
of Malcolm X is the story
of his transformation from

a petty thug and destructive
force among his people to
an agent of liberation.
Brothers and sisters who
face similar circumstances
can see in Malcolm a role
model and symbol of hope
that if he could turn his life
around, so can they. The
power and authenticity of
the voice of Kevin Powell
comes from a similar place.
The audience was hanging
on his every word because
here was/is a brother who
is a son of the “hood,” who
still lives in the “hood,”
who is struggling to trans
form himself, the “hood”
and his people.
His words were power
ful. First and foremost,
Black men, Black people
must understand the nature
of white supremacy as the
root cause of our oppres
sion as Africans in America
- and we must not succumb
to the self-destructive
forces which emanate from
this reality. In essence, he
told the audience that black
men must be liberators,
beginning by freeing them
selves of negative values
and habits that characterize
the behavior of too many
men in Black America sexism, verbal and physical
abuse , of women, lying and
cheating on wives and part
ners. He denounced the de
nigration of black women
through the casual use of
“bitches” and “hoes” in
musical lyrics and every
day language. He pro
claimed that James Brown

may be the Godfather of
Soul, but he can’t be given
a pass on his propensity for
domestic violence. He sug
gested that it was highly
problematic for someone
like R. Kelly to be nomi
nated for an Image Award
by the NAACP. He issued a
challenge to cleanse our
mouths of the use of the
“N” word as self-deprecat
ing and destructive of our
collective
self-esteem.
Brother Powell also chal
lenged black men to stop
thinking that the use of vio
lence is the solution to
every problem. In terms of
the larger mission, citing
the vision of Martin Luther
King, he declared that
black people and America
must adopt a “radical revo
lution of values” in order to
create a just and humane
nation and world.
Brother Powell con
fessed that he is still in
recovery in terms of rid
ding himself of the selfhating Negro that still
occasionally rears its ugly
head inside his person - but
for the sake of the libera
tion of Black people and all
oppressed humanity, he is
determined that his recov
ery will be complete. He
hopes other Black men will
follow suit. Kevin Powell
is an awesome young
Black man with a powerful
message and mission!

The Weekly Challenger welcomes your Letters to the Editor
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SARASOTA / MANATEE AREA
County to Hold Public
Meeting on South
Siesta Key Beach
Restoration Project —
Sarasota
County
Environmental Services
staff will hold a public
meeting to’ discuss the
South Siesta Key Beach
Restoration Project. The
meeting is Thursday, April
15 from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in
the 10th floor conference
room of the Terrace Build
ing, 101 South Washington
Boulevard, Sarasota.
After an introduction
of the project, a discussion
of potential sand sources
and the Municipal Services
Benefit Unit structure will

West Coast Black Theatre Troupe

follow. Staff will be avail
able to answer questions
on the project after the pro
gram.
The Terrace Building
is on the Southeast comer
of South Washington Bou
levard (U.S. 301) and
Ringling Boulevard in
downtown Sarasota. Park
ing is available in the park
ing garage at the comer of
School Avenue and Ring
ling Boulevard or in the
parking lot south of the
Terrace Building.

Neighborhood
Leaders Meet on How
to Participate in the
Zoning Process-------How
neighborhood concerned about bad
associations can Effective development proposals
ly present a case to change impacting the character or
or stop bad zoning or quality of your neighbor
development proposals is hood, you’ll want to attend
the subject of CONA’s CONA’s April meeting.
April 12 meeting at 7 p.m.
CONA, the Sarasota
at the Waldemere Fire County Council of Neigh-,
house (comer of East and borhood Associations, is a
Waldemere in Sarasota). county-wide coalition of
County
Commissioner forty-nine neighborhood
Nora Patterson will join and condominium associa
former Planning Commis tions organized around
sion Chairman Alan Maio making Sarasota County
and neighborhood repre more neighborhood friend
sentatives to give specifics lyMembers of the public
on how to effectively par
ticipate in the process and and the press, as well as
present your neighbor CONA members, are inviff
hood’s concerns. If your ed to attend.
neighborhood is or will be

Jnana Wilson and
The West Coast Black
Theatre Troupe (WCBTT)
will conclude its 20032004 subscription season
Thursday, April 8 to
Sunday, April 18 with Zora
Neal Hurston’s SPUNK.
Performances are at the
Gompertz Theatre (former
ly Theatre Works), 1247
First St. in the heart of
Sarasota’s downtown the
ater district with evenings

with music (for which he
won the Audelco Award
and the NAACP Theater
Award) by Chic Street
Man. Hurston’s evocative
prose and Wolfe’s unique
theatrical style blend to
create an evening of the
ater that celebrates the
human spirit’s ability to
overcome and endure.
Chic Street Man’s music
contributes a deeper reso
nance with the rhythms of
African American culture
and binds the actors to the
audience with irresistible
clapping
of
hands.
Utilizing the blues, choral
narrative, and dance, the
three tales focus on men
and women trapped inside
the “laughin’, kind of lovin’
kind of hurtin’ kind of
pain” that comes from
being human. These are
tales that illustrate the
power of love and beauty,
loyalty and forgiveness:
The New York Post
wrote about SPUNK, “The
show — three World War II
vignettes
of AfricanAmerican life filtered
through Hurston’s black,
Michael Kinsey are cast members of SPUNK
ornery and feminist sensi
at 7:30 and matinees on one of Florida’s greatest bility — has class, wit and
Saturdays and Sundays at writers whose stories are passion... This is a great
3. WBTT’s artistic director so earthy and jazzy you show...another tantalizing
Nate Jacobs has chosen can. feel each character’s taste of the no longer for
Zora
Neale
SPUNK gotten
Van Huff to direct SPUNK. emotions.
The cast will include includes three tales (Sweat, Hurston. ”
Tickets are $21 (group
WBTT favorites: Nate Story in Harlem Slang and
Jacobs, Dionndra Kinsey, The Gilded Six-bits) adapt and student discounts are
Michael Kinsey, Dean ed for the stage _ by available) at the FST Box
playwright Office at 1241 North Palm
Wilson, Jnana Wilson and acclaimed
new to the Troupe, George C. Wolfe (Jelly’s Ave. For phone orders, call
Last Jam; Bring In ‘Da (941) 954-4651.
Margaret Clark.
Zora Neale Hurston , is Noise, Bring In Da Funk)

Pirates: Despite
Rough 2003 Season,
Mesa's Our Man------BRADENTON (AP) The Pittsburgh Pirates
made official what has
been known almost since
spring training started:
Jose Mesa is their closer.
Mesa has followed up
a mostly bad season with
the Phillies with a nearly
perfect spring, pitching a
scoreless inning against
the Reds to lower his
spring ERA to 0.90. He has
allowed only one run in 10
innings.
"It's been so long
since he gave up that run, I
can't remember it," manag
er Lloyd McClendon said.
The only question
when camp began was
whether the Pirates could
talk former Marlins closer
Ugueth Urbina into sign
ing a below-market-value
contract. They couldn't,
and he wound up signing
with the Tigers for $3.5
million - about twice what
the Pirates were offering.
Mesa, who will make
$800,000, pitched so effec
tively that competition for
the job never developed.
"I told him he'd have a
great opportunity to be the
closer; if he came here in
shape and did the things he
needed to do, the job
would be his," McClendon
said. "He held up his end
of the bargain."

The question now is
whether a power pitcher
like Mesa, at age 38, can
maintain his velocity over
a long season, even though
he's made a conscientious
effort to be in better shape
than he was last season.
Mesa had 87 saves for
the Phillies in 2001 and
2002, but was 5-7 with a
6.52 ERA last season and
lost his closer's job in
September. Now a bullpen
that had an NL-worst 4.84
ERA last season is hoping
that a pitcher who had an
even worse ERA can solve
their ninth-inning prob
lems.
Last
season,
the
Pirates lost six games they
led after eight innings and
seven more that were tied
after eight.
"Losing games in the
ninth are the ones that hurt
the most," McClendon
said. "Last year, we had
quite a few of those."

“The clever mind observes. The pure
heart serves.”
-- Sri Chinmoy

COMMUNITY BRIEFS
Minority Resource and Development Committee

Gospel Sing Out Features
Gibbs Gladiator Gospel Choir
ST. PETERSBURG As
part of Eckerd
College's events for April,
a Gospel Sing Out is set
for Thursday, April 8 at 7
p.m. in Griffin Chapel at

Eckerd College (4200 54th
Ave. S.). Members of the
Gibbs Gladiator Gospel
Choir, under the direction
of Dr. Cody Clark, will
perform. Dr. Clark will

discuss the genre of gospel
music, its development
and history. This perform
ance is free and open to the
public.

Mayor Baker, I HOP and the YMCA
- Who Could Ask for More?
L to R: Frank Davis, Al Jackson, Cassandra Jackson, Elder Martin Rainey, Bill Puller, CPA, J.R. Tiffany,
Lewis Williams and David S. Gordon
The Minority Resource
and Development Com
mittee (MRDC) was estab
lished by the Pinellas
County Republican Execu
tive Committee (PCREC)
in December 2003.

The mission of the
MRDC is to increase the
influence of racial and eth
nic minorities in the politi
cal process, advancing the
interests of our member
ship and of the Republican

Party. They strive to in
crease minority involve
ment in local political ac
tivities and serve as a
resource to the Pinellas
County Republican Exe
cutive
Committee

(PCREC) on minority
issues for candidates and
for the Republican Party.
The MRDC meets
every first and third Friday,
Picaddilly Resturant, 34th
St. and 22nd Ave. N. at

11:30 a.m.
For additional informa
tion, contact Elder Martin
Rainey, Chairman at (727)
420-1326 or e-mail mrain
ey390@aol.com

St. Petersburg Remembers Brown v. Board of
Education —-------------- ——
----------- ----- W7
ST. PETERSBURG Chaired by Vivian Fueyo,
dean of the USF St. Peters
burg College of Education,
a group of community part
ners have planned a series
of community conversa
tions through September to
explore the character and
legacy of this landmark
decision. Community part
ners include USF St. Pet
ersburg, the City of St.
Petersburg, NAACP, Pi
nellas County Schools and
the St. Petersburg Bar As
sociation.
May 4
"Legacy of Brown v.

Board of Education in the
St. Petersburg Schools,"
Gibbs High School, 6 p.m.
Panel discussion fea
turing:
• Vivian Fueyo, PhD,
USF St. Petersburg Dean of
Education
• Goliath Davis, PhD
• Emmanuel Stewart,
former Gibbs High School
Principal prior to desegre
gation
• Herman Allen, Prin
cipal, Gibbs High School.
May 21
"Realism about Brown
v. Board of Education,"
USF St. Petersburg Cam-

pus Activities Center, 6
p.m.
June 3-6
Civil Rights Movement
in Florida Conference,
USF St. Petersburg
The conference will be
a gathering of movement
veterans, scholars, stu
dents, and the community.
This one-of-a-kind event
will feature a mix of panel
discussions, performances,
and music of the move
ment. Sessions include:
Florida in the Age of Jim
Crow: Seedtime of the
Movement, Politics of the
Movement: From Modera-

tion to Massive Resistance,
Playing Games: Sports,
Race, and Desegregation in
Florida, and panel discus
sions on several Florida
cities.
This event is sponsored
by the USF St. Petersburg
Florida Studies and Honors
Programs, and the Tampa
Bay History Center. For
more information please
call: (727) 553-4840, or email: mrowlan3@mail.
usf.edu.
September
Performance by Bob
Devin Jones at Gibbs High
School

Using materials glean
ed from archives, inter
views and other research,
actor Bob Devin Jones will
make history come alive
through a one-person pres
entation. The monologue
will chronicle and drama
tize the outcomes of the
research. The play will pre
mier in September and be
available to schools.

News
Deadline Is
4 P.M.
Monday

Mayor Rick Baker and
the gang from the Inter
national House of Pan
cakes will be flipping pan
cakes once again this year
to help celebrate the Sec
ond Anniversary of The
Harbordale YMCA located
at 2421 Fourth St. S. The
Mayor’s Pancake Break
fast will be on Saturday,
April 17 from 8:30 - 11:30
a.m. Tickets are on sale
now at the Harbordale
YMCA and at the Jim and
Heather Gills YMCA,
3200 First Ave. S. and they
are $3 per adult and $2 per
child.
Thanks to the strong
leadership in the Harbor
dale community and funds
from the Federal Com
munity
Development
Block Grant managed by
the City of St. Petersburg,
kids in this neighborhood
now have a safe place
where they can focus on
academic development.
Harbordale provides char
acter building education
services to more than 100

families in the low to mod
erate-income households
in the Midtown area of St.
Petersburg. This is a place
where kids can go to
receive help with their
homework, leam computer
skills and have a healthy
snack. Kids can also enjoy
their holidays off from
school as well as during

the summer. Harbordale
also opens its doors on
Saturday to offer use of the
computer lab to the com
munity.
Please join Mayor
Baker, the International
House of Pancakes and the
Harbordale YMCA to cele
brate their second Anni
versary.

SCOTTIE
Bail Bonds
2523 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, Fl. 33711

(787) 323-1110
< Fax 17871 387-6935 J
VETERAN’S
CLAIMS
• No Time Limit For CIaims •
• Service - Connected Disability
• Hospital and Outpatient Care • Insurance
• Non Service - Connected Pension
• V.A. Loan $100,000 & Up.
• Powers Of Attorney - Referral
• All Federal Agencies and Private are required by law to have
a Disabled Veterans Affirmation Action Plan

Percent
Disability
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%

Monthly
HRate
$203
$199
$407 '
S539
$725

Percent
Disability
60%
70%
80%
90%
100%

MOnthly
Rate
$890
$1,795
$2,155
53,299
$4,163

MARY HUFF, Counselor
P.O. Box 290922
Tampa, FL
(813) 626-4331

FREE APPOINTMENT
HOME VISITS
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BEDDED DOWN
As I pen this April 5,
our sister Helen T.
Woodard, of 45th St. and
19th Ave. S., is a patient in
ICU at St. Anthony’s
Hospital. Will you say a
little prayer for her recov
ery? She may have visi
tors, but no phone calls.

was playing piano at the
New Hope M.B. Church,
the church where she was
baptized and grew up.
Eloise was reared in a
Christian home, so it was
common for her to be in
Sunday
School
and
church.
Eloise completed ele
mentary school and went
on to junior high school.
She, for many nights, had
to get homework done by
lamplight. She was the
type of student who made
sure her best was done.
She made A’s and if she
did make a “B,” she was
not a happy camper.
African-American
children did not have the
great educational opportu
nities during that time.
Eloise was blessed to be
able to go on to Gibbs
High School. She was a
part of various activities at
school, but yet playing
piano at church. Through
the continued encourage
ment from her parents and
the guidance of the Holy
Spirit, Eloise graduated
from Gibbs High with hon
ors.
Wow! Thank you
Lord! I’ve graduated from
high school. Now, Lord,
please, I want to go to col
lege. Guess what? Through
the hard work of parents,
she
attended
Florida
Memorial College for two
years. She majored in
Home Economics. She

Her children and family
will thank you and may

sang in the college choir
and got a chance to travel a

God bless you.
$$*

little. These were the years
of depression, so after two
years, her father was
unable to continue to send
her to college. She under
stood and came home and
found herself a job.
During this time, she
worked at Atlanta Life
Insurance Company and
McRae’s Day Care Center.
Children were the joy of
her life! The many stories
she could tell about those
little children. I am work
ing, but romance is also on
the agenda. So she met this
handsome man, Shellie
Duval Christian. They
courted, they courted, and
they courted, and then
decided to tie the knot.
Elpise and Shellie
were married and later had
two beautiful children,
Patricia Eileen and Shellie
Duval H. She reared and
educated her children and
later helped to rear and
care for some of her neices
and nephews. Let’s not
leave out those precious
grands and great grands.
Through the years,
Eloise has been the chauf
fer, babysitter, counselor,
advisor,
disciplinarian,
teacher, nurse, prayer war
rior, and many others for
her family and friends.
Today, we are thankful
to God that He has kept her
here for 90 years still being
able to move around, play
and sing, fuss a bit and just
be the Eloise that we all
know and love. The greatgrands feel that their
Grandma Eloise’s mints
can cure anything from a
common cold to a
migraine.
Ninety years, what a
blessing!
***

THIS & THAT

by Mabel Cooper

(823-6092)
NATAL DAY
CELEBRATION WAS
A BLAST

Betty Fuller
Congrats and best
wishes to you.,.Betty
Fuller.
• On Friday, April 2,
beginning at 6 p.m., some
of Betty’s good friends
gathered at her domicile on
Queensboro Ave. S. to join
her in her birthday celebra
tion. Betty, on April 2,
turned a lovely ‘76.’ She’s
aging graciously, which is
blessing which has
denied a lot of us.
The celebration was
given by her daughter,
Madelyn F. Roberson and
son, Michael Fuller. It was
joyous and entertaining.
They served food the way
you like, including among
other delectables, succu
lent roast beef. Also, your
choice of top shelf good
stuff, for those who still
indulge, and oldies but still
goodies records for our lis
tening pleasure.
Betty received some
useful gifts, birthday cards,
some loaded with scratch,
and roses from her bevy of
friends attending. She was
simultaneously overcome
with joy and shedded a few
tears while opening the
lovely gifts to her from her
devoted play daughter,
Charlene Sanders.
While Betty lit the
candle on her birthday
cake, a gift from her caring
sister-in-law, June F.
Manuel, the well-wishers
gathered around her and
sang, off key, the birthday
song. Those joining in the
momentous celebration
were: Edna Green Barnes,
Charlene Sanders, Gloria
M. Flournoy, Dorothy
“Baby
Sister” Jones,
Mattie Robinson, Lorraine
Hughes, Carolyn Dukes,
Linda P. Williams, Errol
“Dee Dee” (as he is
known) Grayson, Henry
(Cherry) Woodard and
Yours Truly.
All in all, it was a great
natal day celebration. This
was to be expected,
because Betty Fuller is a
great, amicable person,
and June is a sweetheart to
host the swinging party.
***
WE PLAN TO SERVE
OUR COMMUNITY
Friday evening, April
2, Commander Clark
Hazley and members of
V.F.W. Post No. 10174
came together at the Post

to welcome and salute one
of their own, David
Brown, Jr., who recently
returned from the Persian
Gulf. Hazley and Brown
both served in Germany
and fellowshipped in serv
ice.
Following the meeting
and salutation, the mem
bers and guests fellowshipped together in a boun
teous dinner and socializ
ing.
A certificate of appre
ciation was presented to all
officers of the Post and the
Ladies Auxiliary.

***

ON A HAPPIER NOTE
The huge backlog in
the doctor’s waiting room
was taking its toll. Patients
were glancing at their
watches and starting to get
restless. Finally, one man
got up, walked to the
receptionist’s station and
tapped on the glass. The
woman slid back the win
dow.
“Sir, you’ll have to
wait your mm.”
“I just had a question,”
he remarked. “Is George
W. Bush still president?”
This scribe knows the
feeling.
***

Eloise Christian
On March 25, 1914, a
bouncing baby girl was
bom to Robert and
Georgia Kate Swain; their
first bom! Let’s name her
Eloise! They were living in
a town called Hawthorne,
Florida. When Eloise was
quite young, the family
moved to the Sunshine
City - St. Petersburg.
Of course, Eloise had
two younger siblings,
Percell and Robert.
Now at the age of six,
it is time for Eloise to go to
school. School bus? Are
you kidding! Walk, walk,
walk to Davis Elementary.
Hot or cold, rain or shine.
Eloise loved school and
she loved music. She
learned to play piano at an
early age and has been
playing ever since.
As she grew older, she

Until next week,
Stay Loose!

Summer Youth Intern
Program Accepting
Applications--------------PINELLAS COUNTY
- Boley Centers for Be
havioral Health Care, Inc.
announces the availability
of applications for its 2004
Summer Youth Intern Pro
gram for St. Petersburg
youth, aged 14-23. Appli
cations are available now
through April 15 at the fol
lowing sites: City of St.
Petersburg recreation cen
ters and high schools, St.
Petersburg City Hall,
Enoch Davis Community
Center, James B. Sanderlin
Family Service Center, Pi
nellas County Urban Lea
gue, St. Petersburg Col
lege, PTEC, Mt. Zion Hu-

RECOLLECTIONS

man Services, St. Mark be chosen from all eligible
Missionary Baptist Church applications. To be eligi
and Boley Centers for ble, youth must be resi
Behavioral Health Care, dents of the City of St.
Inc. Completed applica Petersburg, without a crim
tions must be returned to inal history and their
Boley Centers Vocational household income must
and Youth Services Build not exceed eligibility
ing, 2901 44th Ave, N„ St. guidelines. The program
Petersburg, FL, 33714, by will run for eight weeks
between June 3 - July 28
5 p.m. on April 15.
Boley Centers’ Sum and will offer positions
mer Youth Intern Program within private and public
is funded by the City of St. sector companies.
For more information
Petersburg and is designed
to provide 150 young men on the program, members
and women with the op of the community may
portunity to earn money contact Deborah Figgswhile gaining invaluable Sanders at (727) 528-8400,
career skills. Interns will ext. 4245.

PLUMPTENDER
SCALLOPS...IT JUST
■ DOESN'T GET ANY
I FRESHER THAN THISI

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD SCALLOP DINNER
MARKETS RHTAURANT
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
327- 8309
328- 8309

WHERE'

■

COOKED TO ORDER

1

ONLY $9.99

■INCLUDES COLESLAW,
CORNPUPS, CHOICE OF
STEAK FRIES OR RICE

LOCALS

MIDTOWN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
&

American CDltegiate. Riwincial Services*
www.OneStudentLoan.com

Cordially Invites You To
K Career Fair
April 16-17, 2004
At the Enoch Davis Center
1111 18th Avenue South
9 am-6 pm Friday, April 16th
9 am-3 pm Saturday, April 17th
• Entry Level Sales Positions
• On Site First Interviews
• Competitive Pay
♦ Paid Training
* Medical & Dental Benefits
♦ Casual Work Environment
Nominated for Business of the Year by the
St. Petersburg Chamber of Commerce

by Frances Pinckney

Spring, Season of
Renewal
‘He leadeth me beside still waters; He restoreth
my soul, ”
The waters of Tampa
Bay sing a quiet lullaby
this early Sunday morning
at Pierside. The sun opens
the curtains to a new day
and makes a magnificent
entrance in splendid colors
of crimson; spreading a
path of gold on the shim
mer of the waves. “I will
seek your whispers in the
silence, Lord.”
I felt the urge to slip
away this morning and get
myself in His presence and
focus on inner peace and
renewal of spirit. When
worry and discontent im
pose upon me, I heed the
call to take pause and
sweep the stress and mess
out of my life. I’reflect on
my blessings.; they are
many and I am thankful.
Earlier this morning I lis

sorized with draping moss;
their dense foilage forms
umbrellaed playgrounds
for scampering squirrels
and birds. “OLord, how
manifold are Thy works!”
Spring is bursting out
all over in my friends’
Bobby and Vera’s yard.
The yard is beautifully
landscaped with plants,
trees and a rainbow color
of flowers which appear to
magically pop out of the
ground. Flowers spill over
hanging baskets on the
front of the house and lush
green ferns hang from the
patio. Bobby is indeed Mr.
Green Thumb and Vera
applauds his skill in gar
dening which has brought
renewal and beauty to their
yard, “...the flowers appear
on the earth; the time of
tened to Donnie McClur- the singing of birds is

kin and his background

come...”

ensemble sing “Great is
Your Mercy.” This song is
a sermon, and Lord how
they sing it! As I sit here in
the stillness, I am over
come with a quiet joy.
Truly tears are nature’s
own tried and true cleanser
of the soul. “His tender
mercies I see day after
day.”
Springtime
magic
tends to touch my soul as it
does the flowers and trees.
Gentle spring, the season
of renewal, brings awaken
ing and hope to my heart.
She has waved her magic
wand and renewed the
trees and shrubs in lush
green leaves and fragrant
blossoms. Flowers are
blooming in colorful pro
fusion at the entrance of
the Pier. Yellow blossoms
on neatly trimmed hedges
bask in the early morning
sun. Around Mirror Lake,
the Chinaberry tree and the
Sycamore
tree
have
donned their spring finery
in bright coats of green.
The Preeminent Oaks, tall
and haughty,, wear full
coats of green, acces-

I listen to the water
music — waves of sea
songs lashing against the
pilings. A boat passes near
the fishing pier and inter
rupts the rhythm of the
water; in time the rhythm
of the waves resume in
regular sound and pattern
And so goes life. Hardship
and adversity are disrup
tive factors of life, and
time after time by the
grace of God, we over
come and get back on track
with this business of life
'“trusting God in the dark
and through the dark.”
Spring, a rising to life!
I see it in the baby ducks
swimming in single file
behind Mama Duck on
Mirror Lake. I hear it in
bird song and water music
I look for it in the home
less sitting idle and alone
around
Mirror
Lake
shrouded in hopelessness
I find it in my friend Sam’s
stirring
rendition
of
“Because He Lives.” Hope
has lasting power. The
magnificent sunrise, the
dawning of a new day and
the glorious sunset sinking
in the west leaves a prom
ise of hope for tomorrow.
Hope is found in the Easter
Lily that has survived
dark and dormant cycle of
life and now has risen in
full bloom. “Our Lord has
written the promise of the
resurrection...in every leaf
in Springtime!

Let the St. Petersburg Business
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Development Center assist you!
The Business Development Center offers free
business eowseling, technical assistance, and
training to evolving and existing small businesses,
and non-profit organizations involved in
developing neighborhood-based businesses.
Our services include:
• Business information and research
• Business planning and loan counseling
• Entrepreneurial traiiting
• Business loan resources
• Government contract assistance
Visit us at 1045 16th Street South, St Petersburg,
FL* or WWW.stpete.org; or call 727-893-7146 for
an appointment or more information.
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues

BOOK REVIEW

by Tangela Murph
SISTER BETTY!
GOD IS CALLING
YOU, AGAIN!

ing, big-hearted Ma Cile,
her two grandkids from up
North, Lil Bit and June
Bug, and neighbors includ
ing the gorgeous, redhaired Sister Connie Fuse,
each of these seven stories
serves up lessons about
love and life, with a big
helping of humor.
Rascals and reprobates
like flirtatious Deacon
Laid Handz, man-hungry
spinster Sister Carrie Onn,
jealous choir director
Brother My Thang, and
scheming Reverend Knott
Enoff Money holds a mir
Christian comedienne ror up to the shortcomings
and author Pat G’orge is of us all. The landmarks of
proof that laughter is good the little town of Pelzer,
for the soul. Her gospel such as: the Homeboyz
comedy is literary enter All-Nite-All-Day parking
tainment with a purpose. lot, provide comic relief.
Her brand of humor strikes And yet for all the light
chords of truth in our heartedness, each story
hearts as we reflect on the ends with an important
hypocritical social scene message about the gifts of
that some churches have God and the strength found
become, as too many of us in black church traditions.
become, the Sadducees A soulful treat for fans of
and Pharisees of the New God, gospel, and good
Millennium.
times.
It was back on a
This book is available
Wednesday afternoon in at: Reader’s Choice Books
1984 when Sister Betty got and Gift Expressions,
a telephone call from God, Maxi-Mall - outside store
and what He told her is the front down from the pro
topic of the hilarious title duce store. Open seven
story in this collection. days a week. Phone num
Introducing Sister Betty ber (727) 867-3697.
and her friends - snuff-tak-

Police officers and St. Petersburg residents were •
invited to the Community Speak Out.

Community
from front page
basically a public relations
job for the police depart
ment,” said Shomari. "We
know that there is a history
of police brutality and ha
rassment in our communi
ty”
A number of the peo
ple in the audience - which
consisted of both black and
white residents - seemed
to agree. They all had a
story to tell about a nega
tive encounter with one of
the city’s pohce officers.
The accounts includ
ed:
• harassment at BayWalk, an upscale entertain
ment center in downtown
St. Pete.
• pohce writing down
the tag numbers of cars of
black residents attending a
community celebration for
boxer Winky Wright.
• a recent incident in
which a police officer
referred to Uhuru members
as terrorists.
• there was even a case
of RWB - riding while
black! According to one
man in the audience he is
constantly being stopped —

and even jailed - by pohce
for simply riding his bike.
What did the Chief
have to say about the citi
zen’s concerns?
"I don’t know any
thing about that,” he
replied repeatedly, but
promised to look into it.
Harmon’s response did
not sit well with Uhuru
members, who are consid
ering bringing the chief
back after giving him some
time to investigate the
reports.
"I found it really
insulting for him to sit
there and pretend like what
we were saying was just a
bunch of hot air,” said
Shomari. "This forum real
ly wasn’t about Harmon as
much as it was about giv
ing the community a
chance to see the real deal.
"We wanted them to
really see how the pohce
department views the
African community. I
think Harmon’s response
says it all. To be the chief
of police, he really doesn’t
know a lot about what’s
going on in his own
department,"
said
Shomari.
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Feast
from front page
pitcher. He motioned from
across the room and cour
tesy of the Gibbs High
School science department
the water turned into a red
liquid.
Next the Choir sang
the moving "My Life, My
Love, My All" in the scene
titled "The Family Re
union." The 13 "Brothas"
were given places at a table
on the east side of the room
loaded with pears, apples,
grapes and bread.
An attendee from
Gibbs exclaimed that Clark
Dr. Cody L. Clark,
had missed his calling and
perhaps his talents as a
writer and director are and his group had never
buried under a bushel, so to acted and were not even
speak, in his roll as coun Choir members. Clark said
selor of the magnet pro he needed additional play
gram at Gibbs.
ers, so he asked the girls in
Carrying through with the Choir to recruit their
Biblical themes the pro boyfriends. Clark said that
duction contained 13 musi the boy's bonds of cama
cal numbers or scenes. raderie helped compensate
Songs such as the sweetly for a lack of stage experi
spiritual "The Presence of ence in their performance.
the Lord" or the jubilantly The reason these students
joyful "Stomp" moved the performed so well may fun
audience through a range deeper.
of emotions. Favorites in
After the performance
cluded "My Life Is In Your jubilant David Beck who
Hand," "Always," "What A played disciple Andrew
Mighty God We Serve," playfully pointed out nu
"Don't Cry," and "I Need merous mistakes made by
You To Survive."
the "Brothas" during the
Although some mem production. Beck said, the
bers of this talented Choir experience "was neat" be
are from the magnet pro cause he learned how to get
gram many of the 13 stu into character. "You had to
dents who portrayed Jesus show off in front of an

be better and compared it
to picking people up and
healing them after they fell
off a mountain-top instead
of erecting a fence to pro
tect them from falling.

ly intelligent, functions
well, usually has a good
job, a long-time partner
and is respected in the
community. "Their focus is
how to access vulnerable

Another attendee who
was deeply affected by the

people," Hashell said.
Children are very vul

exhibit was Keith Rou
shon.
"It's pretty well an epi
demic," Roushon said, and
pointed out that when a few
people contracted West
Nile virus it made the na
tional news. He questioned
why the high number of
kids being sexually abused
doesn't warrant the same
public attention.
It is shocking that so
many victims are children
and that they so frequently
are attacked by relatives or
others that they know and
trust or their families trust.
In fact Rachael Hashell,
manager of clinical servic
es at Family Service Center
said that 85-percent of all
victims know their attack
ers. This includes child vic
tims whose attackers are
usually not pedophiles or
former victims themselves.
Contrary to stereotype
the typical predator is high-

nerable and "we trust our
children and ourselves with
people who present well,"
Hashell said. "If they [per
petrators] all wore signs it
would be a lot easier."
Hashell called sexual
violence "the most horrible
kin of a robbery. It's really
hard to heal from this. It's a
real testament to the human
spirit how many hearts are
here."
Hashell said that peo
ple should trust their in
stincts, know how to get
help and realize that there
is "no magic formula" to
stay safe. She said, "the
worst part of this crime is
that people blame them-

the play's Director with Antionette Hadley,
La Femme Directeur
audience and not behave
like you normally behave.
I'd never done anything
like that before."
In the program Clark
wrote: "Educators are ordi
nary, modern-day trans
formers of children." He
said it was easier to help a
student when we know the
need," and likened no wine
in the script to a child with
no shoes or no father. Re
vealing a need "ushers in
the great and unexpected
possibility of a remedy."
He said he hoped the story
would remind the audience
"of the creative and re
sourceful powers available
in all of us."
Certainly, Clark tapped
that power for this, produc
tion, which was great en
tertainment and flowed as

Survivors
from front page
of all rapes are reported.
Sometimes sexual vio
lence is- not reported be
cause "there is nobody safe
to tell" or the victim may
fear ridicule or being ac
cused of lying "the social
sigma is still so huge," said
Sanchez-Masi.-"We all like
to believe that it doesn't
happen."
Another problem is
"it's embarrassing for peo
ple to talk about it," Sanchez-Masi said. "Sexual
abuse revolves around
power and control and part
of the power and control
for the abuser is to get the
victim to keep the secret"
That is the reason that so
children are frequently the
target and victimized so
often by people that they
know and trust.
Family Service Center
is a non-profit agency
founded in 1939. They pro
vide an array of services to
the public including coun
seling to individuals, fami
lies and juvenile offenders,
family education programs,
loans, and other resources.
Victims and their families
are often referred to the
agency by law enforcement
agencies and all calls origi
nating in Pinellas County
to the toll-free national
rape crisis hotline ring into
the Family Service Center.
There are stages of
healing from sexual vio
lence similar to those of
grieving a death. The coun
seling offered by Family
Service Center helps vic
tims in that process and
creating art, such as the
wooden hearts on display
helps too. Many artists
divided their hearts into
sections to show the before
and after or to show a miss
ing part of themselves. In
other pieces, the heart was
all one, whether it was all
pain or all healing depend
ing on where the artist was
in their healing process.
"It makes me feel bet-

well as many professional
stage productions in the
area. Clark transformed
non-actors into such credi
ble actors that they kept the
audience attentive.
In the scene titled,
"The Great Communion"
the wedding guests washed
their hands and drank wine
from a cup proffered by the
Rabbi while the disciples
washed each other's feet.
The actors were silent and
the music was "Adagio for
Strings" by Barber (19101981).
During this incredibly
long scene the audience
quietly strained forward in
their seats watching atten
tively as one-by-one, each
of these 13 in turn washed
the feet of another "Brotha," embraced, then pick-

ed up their sneakers and
walked slowly down the
aisle to exit in the rear.
The group next attract
ed the audience with the
rustle of the giant palm
branches they waved from
the rear balcony during
"The Recessional" while
the Choir onstage sang
"Till We Meet Again."
Certainly not a staid,
boring Biblical production
or run-of-the-mill high
school production this was
great fun for audience and
performers alike. At vari
ous times the multi-racial,
multi-ethnic, multi-genera
tion audience sang along
with the Choir, applauded,
shouted or stood up and
rocked out along with the
Choir.
Clark emphasized the
importance of family sup
port for the students. This
support was exemplified
by several generations of
Cequita Boyd's family who
attended. They included
her parents Robert and
Cynthia Boyd, grandpar
ents Reverend Robert
Jones and Betty Jones, and
godmother Emma Scott.
Boyd's father said he was
proud of his daughter and
all the students.
Dr. Roger Miller, the
pastor at Trinity, clearly
enjoyed the production and
said that one of the moti
vating factors in inviting
Gibbs Choir was to have an
event that built bridges in

Room full of hearts - the survivors did speak out!
ter and it makes me get all graduation from a year of
my feelings and thoughts counseling in the program.
out," said 11-year-old artist The exhibit was very mov
ing and attendees ex
Brittney.
pressed
gratitude that the
Her parents and other
family members accompa survivors had the courage
to share their experiences.
nied the young survivor.
■ Jessica Cabness said
"I'm glad my family
was here to let me talk tq that she applauded the sur
them and that they care for vivors for their "strength
me," Brittney said, Of the not only to talk about the
perpetrator she said, "I felt experience but also to
scared, I didn’t really ex move on and illustrate
pect that he was going to them as they have done."
"It's devastating but it
do that." The child said she
brings you a great deal of
initially blamed herself.
When she grows up hope, I know that sounds
Brittney said she plans to contradictory," said Lois
be either a veterinarian or Klock, who was glad that
many of the’ artists were
an elementary art teacher.
It took Brittney two being helped but "sorry
weeks to create her heart, that we live in a society
and her mom said, "it tells that it [sexual abuse] keeps
how she felt in the begin happening in."
Klock said counseling
ning and how she feels
now." Brittney and her abuse victims was good,
family were celebrating her but that prevention would

the community.
"Part of the tradition in
St. Petersburg has been to
separate the races. We don't
buy into that," Miller said.
His denomination believes
that God is still speaking
and calling out to everyone
regardless of gender, race
or sexual orientation.
"We're saying that every
one belongs in the family
of God," Miller said.
The spring concert was
supposed to be merely
singing not a production
because the Choir only has
a budget for one production
annually, which is held as a
part of Black History
Month in February. This
production would not have
been possible without the
donated props and scenery
and labor by Trinity. Bob
Janssen, chairman of the
board, said the production
was part of their outreach
effort to the community.
Del Hagan, music min
ister at Trinity, extended
the offer and invitation to
Clark. Hagan said he hopes
to make this an annual
event and Clark said he
would be willing to do so
also.
If you have an opportu
nity to see the Gibbs
Gladiator Gospel Choir in
performance under Clark's
imaginative direction, go'.

selves." Part of the healing
process is for people to re
alize that the perpetrator
was to blame for the "horri
ble, insidious, unspeak
able" crime of sexual as
sault.

This is the third year
that an exhibit of artwork
created by survivors was
held although the previous
years the art was displayed
in the Florida Craftsman
gallery. This year they part
nered with the library at
USFSP. The exhibit can be
viewed Monday - Thursday
from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.,
Friday until 5 p.m., Satur
day from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Sunday from 1 p.m. to
7 p.m., at the library in
downtown St. Petersburg at
140 7th Ave. S.
For more information
call the Florida Craftsman
gallery, (727) 821-7391 or
Family Service Centers
(727) 531-0482.

McCALL’S FAMILY* "I
RESTAURANT
963 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
,

(727) 328-1800
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon thru Wed - 6:00am to 3:00pm

Thu-Sat 6:00am to 10:00pm • Sun 7:00am to 5:00pm
BREAKFAST - until 10:30am

neaker World
All Children’s
UP TO SIZE 3

99
AH Men’s
Women’s

$2.00 2 eggs, grits, bacon or sausage
$2.50 Bacon/Sausage, 2 eggs, grits, biscuit/toast
$3.50 Bacon/Ham/Links, 2 eggs, grits, biscuit
LUNCH -1 entree with 2 sides
$4.99 BBQ/Baked Chickeni

$7.99

$4.99 Pork Chops

$4.99

Meat Loaf

$4.99 Liver & Onions

$4.99

Turkey Wings

Ox Tails

DINNER -1 entree with 3 sides
$5.99 Spaghetti Dinner

$5.99

Assorted entree

SALAD BAR - $2.49

All Children’s
SIZES 4 - 7

$12

99

Ladies’ Designer Handbags

$Q99

!2°"0FF

Tossed Salad

Sliced Peaches

Potato SaIad

Fruit SaIad

Meat Pasta

Bacon Bits

“ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL”

amo’1299

During the month of April, buy a $5.99
Dinner and get a second one at half price.
HAMBURGERS (Dressed all the wavl

Minimum $25 Purchase I
Must present coupon at time of purchase

|

Sneaker World >

Open Only: Fri & Sat 9:30am - 8:00pm • Sun 11:00am - 5:00pm
2325 34th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • Lakeview Shopping Center
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$1.99 Regular Burger

$2.99 Buraer Combo

$2.49 Cheeseburaer

$3.49 Cheeseburger Combo

$2.99 Fish Sandwich

$2.49 Chicken Sandwich

DESSERTS

DRINKS

Cheese Cake (slice)

$2.00

Coffee

Peach Cobbler (cup)

$2.00

Bottle Water $1.00

$0.50

Pie (Slice)

$1.50

Lemonade

$1.25

Cake (slice)

$2.00

Fruit Punch

$1.25
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WOMAN’S WORLD
Renatta Frazier’s Story of Rape,
Race and Redemption---------------—
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
- Renatta Frazier, the for
mer Springfield, Ill. police
officer whose racial dis
crimination lawsuit was
resolved last week, dis
cusses details of her
extraordinary case with
NPR’s Tavis Smiley in a
special three-day series.
Frazier, now 37 and a
wife and mother of five,
joined the Springfield Po
lice Department in fall
2000, at a time of high
racial tension. Her new job
coincided with a lawsuit
filed against the city by the
local branch of the NAACP
to increase minority repre
sentation in the police and
fire departments.
Frazier, one of 12 Afri
can American officers on a
police force of about 275
officers, encountered hos
tility from fellow officers,
which escalated to threats
against her life. At the
police academy, several of
Frazier’s fellow cadets
were dismissed after they
were overheard discussing
plans to drag her from the
back of a truck as part of an
exercise drill.
But it was another

Renatta Frazier in the WBEZ studio in Chicago,
Hl.
photo credit: Tamara Brown
scandal a rape case gone
awry - that ultimately led to
Frazier’s lawsuit and
resulted in the resignation
of Springfield’s chief of
police and several senior
officials.
On Halloween night
2001, Frazier was accused
of not following proper
procedure while respond
ing to a case - an alleged
rape of a white woman, the
daughter of a fellow offi
cer, by two black men.
Frazier was placed under
investigation and became
the subject of public, scorn
in the small community.

Under pressure from the in
vestigation and the public,
anonymous threats against
her life and depression,
Frazier resigned from the
police in August 2002.
But one year after the
accusations were made
against Frazier, a reporter
from the Illinois Times,
Dusty Rhodes, uncovered
new facts that pointed to a
police force scandal. The
story suggested that some
officers had used the al
leged rape to frame Frazier
in an effort to get her off
the police force. She had

the scene more than an
hour after the alleged inci
dent occurred.
Frazier sued the city,
but her case went unsettled
for more than a year. She
and her family were evict
ed from their apartment
without notice and for a
time were homeless. In
2004, with a new mayor
and growing pressure from
concerned citizens, pastors
and elected officials, the
city of Springfield reached
a settlement agreement
with Frazier, agreeing to
pay her $829,000 in dam
ages, plus Frazier’s attor
ney’s fees and other undis
closed fees.
She is currently work
ing on a book about her
experiences based on de
tailed journal entries she
kept throughout her ordeal.
"I am fascinated - and dis
turbed - by Renatta Fra
zier's case," said Smiley.
"Hers is a story of race,
gender, politics, law en
forcement, small town pol
itics, hatred, love and
homelessness. This is a
complex story, and a very
human story."

actually been dispatched to

Miss America 2004 Ericka Dunlap
Brings National Speaking Tour to
Sisters Empowering Women, Inc.
TAMPA - Miss Ameri
ca 2004 Ericka Dunlap will
be keynote speaker at the
Tampa Convention Center
Friday, April 16, for "Di
versity, Let’s Do It!" - a
luncheon fundraiser for
Sisters Empowering Wom
en, Inc. (SEW), a not-forprofit organization that
empowers women and
teenage girls to improve
their lives. During the
event, Mayor Pam Iorio
will welcome Miss Ameri
ca to the Tampa Bay area
and present her with a spe
cial gift. In addition, SEW
will honor a youth essay
contest winner from SEW,
two businesswomen who
have been champions for
diversity, and one woman
who has successfully risen
from adversity. The lunch-

Miss America 2004
Erika Dunlap
eon begins at 11:30 a.m.,
and tickets ($50 each) can
be purchased at Books for
Thought in Tampa or Chas
lo Merchandise and Pro
motions in St. Petersburg.
"Diversity, Let’s Do It!" is
co-sponsored by Black En
terprise magazine and
Chaslo Merchandise &
Promotions, Inc.
Miss America 2004 is
on a national speaking tour
promoting her platform,
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"United We Stand, Divided
We Fall Behind: Cele
brating Diversity and
Inclusipn." Dunlap be
lieves that support in the
form of awareness and in
clusion - training work
shops will establish a com
munity environment that
values each person on indi
vidual characteristics rather
than on . stereotypes or
assumptions.
As a national spokes
person, Dunlap travels ex
tensively addressing audi
ences, increasing aware
ness, and gamering support
for this important issue.
"We are honored that Miss
America will bring this
important issue to Tampa
Bay," said Karin DavisThompson, Executive Vice
President of SEW. "Organi-

Krocxs, of Concentration

4
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zations that readily em
brace diversity are more
successful and have a
greater impact. As a notfor-profit organization, we
value the diversity that our
clients and volunteers bring
to the organization."
SEW was founded by
Davis-Thompson and her
sisters, Toni Boyd and
Amber Davis almost two
years ago. They saw a need
to offer empowerment and
assistance to adult women
and teenage girls, especial
ly girls aging out of the fos
ter care system. SEW pro
grams include Gowns for
Girls (provides gowns for
girls who can’t afford them
for Prom & Homecoming);
empowerment workshops;
mentoring; career clothing
for adult women; and Mind
Your Business (inspires
teenage girls to consider
starting a business).
The Miss America Or
ganization is one of the
nation’s leading achieve
ment programs and the
world’s largest provider of
scholarship assistance for
young women.
For more information
on Sisters Empowering
Women, visit http://pages
.ivillage.com/sewempower/. To purchase tickets on
line visit http://www.
chaslo.com/showroom.

African American Engineer Conducts
Science in Space--------------- HUNTSVILLE, Ala. NASA engineer Lybrease
Woodard orchestrates sci
ence operations aboard the
International Space Station
(ISS) as if she's conducting
a symphony. She leads a
complex, talented group of
players and instruments,
whose scientific findings
are music to so many ears
here on Earth.
Woodard's "podium,"
however, is earthbound. As
a NASA payload opera
tions director, she orches
trates ISS science activities
from the Payload Opera
tions Center at NASA's
Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFC) in Hunts
ville, Ala.
"When I watch space
crews carry out activities I
helped plan, I feel like I'm
right there beside them,
helping them successfully
complete the job," Wood
ard said.
That achievement is
important to Woodard, a
Huntsville native whose
close-knit African Ameri
can family fostered her
strong work ethic. "They
instilled in me a positive
belief system that I could
accomplish great things,"
she said.
After graduating in
1977 from Huntsville High
School, where she concen
trated on math and science,
Woodard signed up for

Girls--------from front pg.

directing and voice, she
instructed her students to
"be connected in the mo
ment." "It’s a wonderful
challenge," she remarks,
"to sound like you’re creat
ing a world, to make the
poems come alive."
"For Colored Girls"
was originally written as a
set of poems in 1974,
debuting through a onewoman performance by
Shange in Berkeley, Calif.
With its increased popular
ity, performances soon
went from the west to the
east coast, where it eventu
ally found a home on
Broadway. "For Colored
Girls," which explores the
kaleidoscope of emotions,
is portrayed through color.
The hues of brown, yellow,
purple, red, green, blue and
orange are adorned by the
seven central characters,
respectively. Shange cra
dles the secrecy and shame

Lybrease Woodard
MSFC's cooperative edu then, she has continued her
cation program. The pro NASA career, supporting
gram introduces high numerous space crews who
school graduates to the have performed hundreds
NASA workforce the sum of experiments on Spacemer prior to their first lab, a laboratory that car
semester in college.
ried out science missions
"I was recommended inside the Space Shuttle's
for the program by my payload bay, and the ISS.
high school guidance
Today, Woodard leads
counselor, which speaks a team of flight controllers
very highly of the impor responsible for all science
tant role counselors play in aboard the ISS, the most
identifying potential in our sophisticated, world-class
high school kids," Wood laboratory ever placed in
orbit. She paved the way
ard said.
In 1981, Woodard, the for ISS science operations
youngest of four children, when she served as the
became the first of her sib lead payload operations
lings to graduate from col director for Expedition 2,
lege. She received an in from March to August
dustrial engineering degree 2001,
Expedition 2 was the
from the University of Ala
bama in Tuscaloosa. Since second research mission on
behind an abortion through
the "lady in blue;"she rev
els in newfound independ
ence to leave a "good-fornothing man" with the
"lady in red;" she lingers in
the passionate excitement
of sexuality in the voice of
the "lady in yellow."
At its core, what brings
these characters together in
the end is a newly discov
ered sense of inner confi
dence. In the end, they find
themselves and leam to
draw on their own
strengths - to "move to the
end of their own rain
bows," as Shange writes.
Green, who first ap
proached her role as direc
tor with "a sort of youthful
buoyancy" back in 1984,
has felt rewarded this sec
ond time around to guide
the young, multiracial cast
in the USF performance.
"What’s been really won
derful has been to let the
actors find out the meaning
behind the play for them
selves," she says.
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Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
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ing wild child who1 loved
music and dance. "She had
a very heart-felt kind of
personality," Scott re
called. "She was emotion
ally connected to every
thing she did...but things
got by her. With men and
all,, she just didn’t quite
know how to rebuff the
kind of men she was
involved with." As a cast,
Scott added, she remem
bered "feeling as though
we were part of one
woman - at times hard
ened and quite prepared to
deal with whatever came
along; at times innocent in
the way of looking at the
world."
All shows begin at 8
p.m. Tickets are $12 for
adults and $6 for seniors
and students; they are
available at the USF
Theatre box office, or by
going to www.artsmart
.usf.edu. For more info,
please call (813) 974-323.

mies or rivals, Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence

321-5545

Today's Hair

The USF production
also attracted veteran stage
actor and director Seret
Scott to the area; Green
and Scott are long-time
friends from NYU. From
March 31 - April 3, Scott,
who currently lives in New
Jersey, was a guest artist in
residency at the university,
sitting in on panel discus
sions and Q & A sessions.
She also performed her
one-woman show "The
Owl Attack Chronicles,"
offering a glimpse into her
journals of over the last 15
years of directing experi
ence. An associate artist at
the San Diego’s Globe
Theatre, Scott has guided
over 40 productions, in
cluding the American stage
premiere of Amy Tan’s
"The Joy Luck Club."
During the 70s, Scott
replaced Shange on the
stage as "For Colored
Girls" took off on Broad
way. Originally, Scott’s
character was the "lady in
blue," - a Spanish-speak-

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

Professional Hair Care Products

DESIGNS
’”

the ISS and the first to use
the Station's Destiny labo
ratory. It also was the first
expedition with science
operations controlled 24
hours a day, seven days a
week by the Payload Oper
ations Center cadre at
MSFC. Woodard, a pioneer
in NASA crew operations,
helped ensure the success
of Expedition 2 by leading
a team of more than 60
flight controllers.
Woodard's success led
to her next assignment, a
lead payload operations
director on Expedition 8,
the current crew aboard the
ISS. During the expedition,
the science team in space
and on the ground per
forms research across a
variety of scientific disci
plines that will contribute
to our understanding of the
human body in space,
Earth's environment, medi
cine,
manufacturing
processes and other fields.
"I am blessed when I
can
make
someone's
dreams
come
true,"
Woodard said. "If I can
make this happen for the
scientists by implementing
their desires, then I consid
er myself a success; and, if
I can add to the ISS crew's
probability for success by
dotting the i's and crossing
the t's, then it has been a
good day."

Meme's Beauty
322-1712

I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

remove aU evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from aU your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813)874-5581
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IN CELEBRATION OF EASTER
Easter Baked Ham
Amount
1
1
2
40
6
3
2
1/4
1
1/2

Measure

Ingredient — Preparation Method
10- l21b Ham — boned or not
Green pepper - lg dice
Ribs celery — lg dice
Garlic — chopped
Red onions — quartered
Bay leaves
Bottles beer
Liquid crab boil
Beef stock
Cayenne

medium
milliliters
medium

cup
cup
tablespoon

Put ham in roaster. Put veggies and bay leaves all around ham.
Mix liquids and cayenne. Pour over ham. Bake 1-1/2 hours at
325 to 350 degrees, basting every 15 minutes.

Bunny Cookies
Use your favorite bun
ny cookie cutter to make
these charming cookies, or
use the pattern you cut out
of cardboard.
You will need:
3 cups all purpose
flour
2 teaspoons baking
soda
1-1/2
teaspoons
ground ginger
1/2 teaspoon ground
cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon ground
cloves
’ 1/4 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup solid veg
etable shortening
1/2 cup sugar -1 egg
1/2 cup molasses
, 1-1/2 teaspoons cider
vinegar
How to Make Your
Bunny Cookies
Step 1
Sift together flour,
baking soda, ginger, cin
namon, cloves and salt
onto waxed paper.
Step 2
Beat together shorten
ing, sugar and egg in large
bowl with electric mixer

until fluffy, for about 3
minutes. Beat in the mo
lasses and cider vinegar.
Stir in flour mixture until
blended and smooth.
Gather dough into ball;
wrap and chill for several
hours.
Step 3
Preheat oven to 375
degrees. Divide dough in
half. Roll out half of the
dough with lightly floured
surface to generous 1/8inch thickness. Keep
remainder of dough refrig
erated while working with
first half.
Step 4
To use a bunny pat-

St. Pete Welcomes

B & B Major Appliance Repair
We repair all brands of kitchen and laundry
appliances, including water heaters.
• Factory Trained Technicians
• Satisfaction Guaranteed

tern, draw a pattern onto a
piece of cardboard. Make
sure ears are attached to
the head. Cut out pattern.
Place pattern on dough
and trace with a toothpick.
Cut out cookies. Place 1
inch apart on lightly
greased baking sheets.
Reroll scraps, using up all
the dough. Repeat with re
maining dough.
Step 5
Bake in preheated 375
degree oven for 5-7 min
utes or until firm. Transfer
to wire rack to cool com
pletely. Step 6 If you wish
to decorate cookies, pre
pare Decorator Icing, tint
ing portions if you wish.
Decorate cookies as de
sired. Let cookies stand
until icing is firm. Store in
airtight container between
sheets of waxed paper for
up to 2 weeks.
Decorator Icing

Prepare one recipe
Royal Icing, using pack
aged meringue powder
and following the direc
tions on the package.
Dried meringue powder is
best for uncooked frostings due to the increased
concern about the pres
ence of salmonella bacte
ria in raw eggs. Meringue
powder is available in
stores where decorating
and baking supplies are
sold.

Phone: (727) 821-7851
9 rtccefit 'Wonliem, (fattfietuaUtM' & "PTP
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Weight Loss Body Wraps
• Lymphatic Facials
• Sports Massage
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H.T. Wellness
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328-7600
3727 Central Avenue
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Criminal Justice Forum
The talk show Rush should have listened to.

Saturday 12:05pm

Dealing with the System
People in Crisis
Women’s Issues

A Question That
Lingers Beyond
Easter: Why Does
Evil Still Rage? —
bv Richard N, Ostling
AP Religion Writer
A classic issue that has
consumed countless books
of philosophy runs like so:
If God is loving and has
absolute power, why is
there such evil and suffer
ing in this life?
The days surrounding
Easter add a special sea
sonal aspect to this prob
lem among Christians as
they think about the impact
of Jesus Christ's death on
the cross and his rising
from the dead.
Some New Testament
verses teach that the pow
ers of evil were defeated
through Jesus' crucifixion
and resurrection. But as
Richard Hays of Duke
University Divinity School
observes, that appears to
contradict other New
Testament verses, "not to
mention our own experi
ence of evil in the world."
In triumphant tones,'
the Apostle Paul writes
that with the Crucifixion,
God not only forgave peo
ple's sins but "disarmed
the principalities and pow
ers and made a public
example of them, triumph
ing over them" (Colossians
2:15).
In the same letter, Paul
says that God ''has deliv
ered us from the dominion
of darkness and transferred
us to the kingdom of his
beloved Son in whom we
have redemption" (1:1314). Further,' the risen
Christ is called "the head
of all rule and authority"
(2:10), suggesting com
plete power over events.
Such verses troubled
Mathias Eddie, a Solomon
Islands reader who wrote
Christianity Today about
this. Hays responded in the
magazine's "Good Ques
tion" column.
Hays explained that
Paul's words are "a vision
ary statement that sees
God's final redemptive
purpose as though it were
already complete, since the
final outcome is guaran
teed by the cross and resur
rection."
"Why do the powers
of wickedness continue to
operate effectively in this
world? Because the story
is not over," he said. "The
climactic victory has been
won on the cross but there
is still much residual
resistance. So we live in a
tension-filled interval."
Theologians use ihe
phrase "realized eschatol
ogy" for the idea that
Christ's triumph means the
kingdom of God is fully
present here and now.
But most Christians
believe the kingdom was
established only partially,
with the culmination com

ing at some unknown
future point. The Lord's
Prayer phrase "thy king
dom come" implies this
sense that complete earthly
fulfillment lies ahead.
To Hays, the Bible
clearly teaches that earthly
evil was not totally eradi
cated. Paul speaks in
Colossians about "my suf
ferings" (1:24) and prays
that fellow behevers will
be strengthened "for all
endurance and patience"
(l;ll). He also looks
toward future culmination:
"When Christ who is our
life appears, then you also
will appear with him in
glory" (3:3-4).
Elsewhere, the Paul
who depicted Christ's tri
umph over "powers" and
"darkness" addresses "the
sufferings of this present
time," the way that "the
whole creation has been
groaning in travail together
until now" and the fact that
individuals
likewise
'■groan inwardly," await
ing full redemption (ih
Romans 8:18-23).
In fact, belief in evil's
existence is a hallmark of
orthodox
Christianity,
Hays wrote, in contrast
with, say, the Christian
Science religion, which
denies the reality of evil, or
certain ancient Gnostics
and modern groups that
think the spiritually pure
are somehow removed
from the material world
and its evils.
Another facet of the
mystery was addressed by
John Timmer, a Christian
Reformed Church minister
in Grand Rapids, Mich., in
his intriguing little book
"God of Weakness" (CRC
Publications).
God himself is not
weak, Timmer wrote, but
he exercises his infinite
power in ways that defy
human expectations, work
ing through weak earthly
partners. Biblical Israel, a
small and sometimes
erring nation, and the falli
ble Christian church are
examples. Due to the uni
versality of sin, so is each
individual.
Still, the question lin
gers why God does not
impose immediate perfec
tion and rescue all op
pressed and suffering peo
ple. Timmer says that
"Christianity has no
answer for deep pain," nor
will anyone have the
answer in this life. "All it
has is a reply, a concrete
way of dealing with it."
The latest of many
devotional books on cop
ing with the problem of
pain is "Why?" (W
Publishing) by Anne
Graham Lotz, the Rev.
Billy Graham's daughter.

Mental Health
Drug War
Prison Issues

Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials - Menders

Ex-Offenders

Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

Families of Prisoners

1340 AM WTAN
in Pinellas

1350 AM & 1400 AM WZHR
in PascO and New Tampa

CONCORD,
N.H.
(AP) - For the second year,
Gov. Craig Benson has
canceled a New Hamp
shire tradition: the Easter
egg hunt at Bridges House,
the governor's official state
residence.
This year, though, he's
sponsoring a substitute: a
virtual Easter egg hunt.
During Benson's hunt,
children will be able to log
onto the New Hampshire
Web site and browse pages
of legislation, court rulings
and Executive Council bi
ographies to find Benson's
hidden virtual eggs.
Children who discover
the special golden egg
could receive a signed let
ter from the governor.
"The virtual egg hunt
will teach our children
about New Hampshire and
its traditions," Benson said
in a statement. "We have
made great strides to im
prove the State's technolo
gy, so why not make it fun
for the kids too!"
Wendell Packard, Ben
son's spokesman, said the
virtual egg hunt was creat
ed by Benson's staff. The
event will run from April 9
to 11 and is open to chil
dren ages 12 and younger.
Players who find the gold
en egg and answer a series
of quiz questions correctly
get the governor's award.
Some lawmakers and
Statehouse watchers don't

Gov. Craig Benson
"There are just some
things that should be real
and not virtual," Burling
said. "Christmas is one,
Passover is another, an
Easter egg hunt is a third.
Governor, get real."
Steve Vamum, public
policy director of the non
profit Children's Alliance
of New Hampshire, said
Benson's online hunt neg
lects children who don't
have computers.
,"An online game
leaves poor kids out of the
fun, and they're the chil
dren for whom a live hunt
might be most meaningful,
exciting and even unique,"
Vamum said. "That's sad."

like the idea, saying the
outdoor hunt has been a
bipartisan springtime tradi
tion for at least a couple
decades. State employees
often attend with their
families.
Paul Stokes, president
of the State Employees
Association, said many
state workers feel the gov
ernor is snubbing them and their children.
State employees re
ceived an invitation to the
virtual hunt with their paychecks on Friday.
Rep. Peter Burling, DComish, a potential candi
date for governor, said he
was outraged.

16 HOUR HAIR
BRAIDING COURSE
Certified By The State of FIorida

We Have The
Best Price in the
State Of Florida

27500

Flexible Hours Available ’ 6 Days A Week

Bradenton Classes • April 5th & 6th
Call to register by April 2nd

St. Petersburg Classes • Tues. - Sat.

AnoinTe
God's AnoinTed
P|a<
'ace

11612 N Nebraska Ave. Tampa, FL
Toll Free

1-877-632-1957

TAX SERVICE
$299S
1040 Preparation • State Returns
• Low base prices.
E-Filing & Rapid Refunds Available.

LT Center, Inc.
For Information 727*381*9224

FEATURING
• B.J.: Saturday morning gospel. Wake up with a praying Spirit
5am-10am

• DIANE HUGHESf5am-10am,M-F. Total Praise with the best
in inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.

• UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS: 10am-1 pm Just playing the
music the way you like it.

• MICHEALT: Old school and music to drive home by.

• TONYCHARLES: Take you back home with your favorite
blues and 'chu-chu' oldies 9pm-2am .

Victim’s Rights

Substance Abuse

Benson Bucks Easter
Tradition for Second Year in A
Row---------------------------------------------

Hires

Hairstyling
3427 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

FOR ADVERTISING CALL
DONZA DRUMMOND, SALES MANAGER

727-821-9947
REQUEST LINE 864-1600

Serving Tampa (Bag Since 1976
Office: 327-WRXB (9792) "
2060 - lst Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713
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STATE NEWS
Moore Heritage Street Festival
Offers Exciting Educational
Presentations--------------------------—
TITUSVILLE, Fla. The Moore Heritage Festi
val of the Arts & Humani
ties will be held on April 811, at Brevard Community
College, Titusville campus
with special events at the
Moore Cultural Complex
in Mims. Arts, crafts, food,
entertainment and educa
tional presentations are all
part of the street festival at
the BCC Titusville campus.
The festival, in its first
year, is named after civil
rights activist Harry and
Harriette Moore, who
organized the first Brevard
County Chapter of the
NAACP and the Progres
sive Voters League. In lob
bying for equal pay for all
teachers in the county, the
couple lost their jobs. The
Moores continued to ac
tively pursue civil rights
until their murder on Dec.
25, 1951, when a bomb
exploded in their home.
The Moore Heritage Fes
tival honors their legacy.
As part of festival
scheduling, multiple edu-

Harry and Harriette Moore
photo courtesy of the Moore Heritage Festival

cational
presentations
begin on Thursday, April
8th and Friday, April 9th.
Sessions start at 9:30 a.m.,
10:45 a.m., and 1 p.m.
Informative topics include:
Jackie
Robinson:
Breaking the Color Barrier
with former Negro League
baseball player "Doc"
Graham, Highwayman Ar
tist demonstration with
Robert Lewis, Jr. the Tus
kegee Airmen and the Civil
Rights Movement with
Judge Robert Decatur.
Educational presenta
tions continue on Saturday,
April 10, featuring A Day

of Authors:
Ben Green, author of
“Before His time: The Un
told Story of Harry T.
Moore, America's First
Civil Rights Martyr” (The
Free Press). Evangeline
Moore, daughter of Harry
T. and Harriette V. Moore,
will join Mr. Green. Dr.
Ben Brotemarkle, author of
Images of America: “Titus
ville and Mims, Florida”
(Arcadia Publishing) and
“Beyond the Theme Parks:
Exploring Central Florida”
(University Press of Flori
da) will discuss African
American history and his

toric sites in Central Flor
ida.
Gary Corsair, author of
“The Groveland Four: Sad
Saga of a Legal Lynching”
(IstBooks Library) will
discuss the controversial
case that many believe led
to the murder of Harry T.
and Harriette V. Moore.
Geraldine Fortenberry
Thompson, author of “The
Black America Series: Or
lando, Florida” (Arcadia
Publishing) is also found
ing president of the
Association to Preserve
African American Society,
History, and Tradition
(PAST, Inc.). Thompson
will discuss the creation of
the Wells' Built Museum of
African American History
and Culture in Orlando.
For a complete sched
ule of educational presenta
tions visit the Moore
Heritage Festival of the
Arts and Humanities web
site at www.nbbd.com/
moorefestival.

Miami-Dade County Police
Department Names First Black Chief

Robert L. Parker
MIAMI (AP) - The
Miami-Dade County police
department will soon have
the first black director in its

history, a 28-year veteran
of the force who said he
will work to improve rela
tions with the community.
On April 1, Assistant
Director Robert L. Parker
replaced outgoing Director
Carlos Alvarez, who is
retiring to run for county
mayor.
Parker's appointment
must be approved by the
Board of County Commis
sioners on April 13, but
commissioners and Bur
gess expected he would be
accepted.
At the announcement
of his appointment, Parker

cautioned against putting
too much importance on
the fact that he is black.
“I don't see it in terms
of race. I see it terms of the
person that I am," Parker
said.
Parker began his career
with the department as a
pohce officer in 1976. He
rose through the ranks,
working on major events
such as Hurricane Andrew
and the tornado that rav
aged a Miami-area neigh
borhood last year.
County Mayor Alex
Penelas, who is running for
U.S. Senate, praised Parker

for his help during the tor
nado's aftermath, recalling
that Parker used a shovel to
help residents clean up
debris.
Rank-and-file officers
also believed Parker was
the right person for the job,
said John Rivera, president
of the county Police
Benevolent Association.
Parker will be the
fourth director of the de
partment in 25 years, and
all were promoted from
within the force. Previous
ly, the county was served
by elected sheriffs.
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this week only!
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Community Rally for Homeownership

Where:

University of South Florida, St. Petersburg Campus
Activity Center Main Gym
140 Seventh Avenue South
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When:

Saturday, April 17-9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Why:

To leam how you can own a home!

Please RSVP by April 13, 2004.
[Call Vanessa at 727.431.7202 to reserve your spot!
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NATIONAL NEWS
Ordinary People, Extraordinary
Stories------- -------------------------------- _

National Grass Roots Hip-Hop Youth
Movement Evolving ---------------------------

AARP and LCCR building world’s largest civil rights archive
“The picket line rules
were very simple: no talk
ing, laughing, or chewing
gum. Walk on the side
walk in front of the store,
never confront anyone who
might cross the picket line
to enter the store, and
never respond to or initiate
any verbal or physical
abuse.... After losing rev
enue for the three years
that we boycotted, the store
owners relented and hired
blacks as store clerks and
opened their lunch coun
ters to us.
Priscilla Robinson, S.C.
WASHINGTON, DC AARP and'the Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights
(LCCR) are unveiling a
year-long, multi-faceted
project to build the world’s
largest archive of first-hand
accounts ctf the civil rights
struggle in America, sup
ported by gn array of media
ventures,/exhibits and spe
cial events. The archive
will ultimately be donated
as a permanent collection
of the Library of Congress.
‘.‘Americans have sto
ries and we want to hear
them, to collect them, and
to archive them at the
Library of Congress. For
unless we . remember, nei
ther we nor future genera
tions can understand,” said
AARP CEO Bill Novelli.
“The archive is just the
beginning of this powerful,
far-reaching project.”
LCCR Executive Di
rector Wade Henderson

stressed that the project
will go beyond collecting
stories of the Freedom
Rides, lunch counter sitins, and the 1963 March on
Washington to include the
memories of those who
worked - and continue to
work - to stamp out dis
crimination against wom
en, people with disabilities,
Hispanics and others.
“In the civil rights
struggles of the ’50s and
‘60s, those who fought to
end segregation and pro
mote
racial
equality
showed us the way,” Hen
derson said. ’’Those fight
ing for civil rights today
can derive inspiration from
the tens of thousands of
Americans who peacefully
confronted discrimination,
intolerance and resistance.”
A cornerstone of the
project will be an online
collection of previously un
told personal stories of the
quest for justice and equal
ity. Voices of Civil Rights
is also the inspiration for a
book, television and radio
programs, educational ma
terials, public performanc
es, commemorative publi
cations and more. The-web
site (www.voicesofcivilrights,org)
officially
launches in March with the
online archive, articles on
contemporary civil rights
issues and activists, inter
active features, project
updates and more.
The project will move
into high gear in May as

the nation commemorates crimination in the1950s
the 50th anniversary of the and ‘60s, to the struggles of
Supreme Court’s Brown v. women, people with dis
Board of Education ruling. abilities, Hispanics and
A book will be published many others, Voices of
entitled My Soul Looks Civil Rights will capture
Back in Wonder: Voices of memories that the nation
the Civil Rights Experience cannot afford to forget.
To date, more than
by journalist Juan Wil
liams, with a Foreword by 1,000 personal stories have
David Halberstam and Af been collected. Grassroots
are
being
terword by Marian Wright programs
Edelman. Voices of Civil launched to collect even
Rights will be prominently more, through projects and
featured in a six-month partnerships with local in
long Library of Congress stitutions. Some students at
exhibit on Brown v. Board. Spelman College in Atlan
Additional stories, features, ta, for example, will collect
interviews and essays will oral histories from civil
appear in a special edition rights pioneers. Voices of
of AARP The Magazine, Civil Rights is also prepar
followed by coverage ing to crisscross the coun
throughout the year in all try over the next several
AARP publications and months conducting inradio programs as well as depth interviews with civil
on the LCCR website rights pioneers, recording
(www.civilrights.org).
oral histories and taking
“The Library of Con part in community events.
gress houses the most com
”We are making every
prehensive civil rights col effort to save and share sto
lection in the country,” said ries that transformed indi
Librarian of Congress vidual lives and society as
James Billington. “These a whole,” Project Director
rich and heavily used re Rick Bowers said. “The
sources will be greatly en eyewitnesses to history are
hanced by the addition of a vanishing breed, and we
these important voices.”
must save the memories of
Throughout
2004, . those who brought us
Voices of Civil Rights will where we are today.”
continue to collect and pre
Those with a story to
serve thousands of poig tell can mail it to Voices,
nant memories of people 601 E St., NW, Washington
who witnessed or took part D.C. 20049 or submit it
in the civil rights struggle. online at www.voicesofFrom the heroic battles of civilrights.org
African Americans to end
racial segregation and dis

Russell Simmons
CHICAGO (BLACK
PR. WIRE) (BUSINESS
WIRE) - In the six weeks
leading up to the March 27
Chicago Hip-Hop Summit,
the Hip-Hop Summit
Action Network's Hip-Hop
Team Vote project, work
ing in partnership with
local grass roots organiza
tions, was able to register
over 30,000 new young
voters, between the ages of
18 and 35, from the states
of Illinois, Wisconsin,
Iowa, Ohio and Indiana.
Through hip-hop radio,
artist television PSA's, the
HSAN.org website and
street team and grass roots
door to door campaigns,
the Hip-Hop Team Vote
initiative continues to build
momentum throughout the
Midwest, as well as other
regions of the United States
since the beginning of
2004.

Last month, at the Uni
versity of Illinois at Chi
cago (UIC) Pavillion, thou
sands of young people
newly registered to vote
enthusiastically responded
to the opportunity to raise
questions with some of the
nation's leading hip-hop
artists and recording indus
try executives. The celebri
ty hip-hop panel discussion
was led by Kanye West,
Ludacris, Russell Sim
mons, Twista, Common,
Shawnna, Loon, Jim Jones
of the Diplomats, Def
Poetry Jam's Malik Yussef
and Red Storm, Babs from
Da Band, Layzie Bone,
Crooked I, Duane "Hump"
Hobbs, White Boy, Nui
sance 1 and Ruff, G-Zuz
from Soldierz At War and
Five Star General James.
Doug E Fresh and Dr Ben
moderated the session.
Some of the issues ad

Kanye West
dressed ranged from the
importance of the youth
vote, halting police brutali
ty and rap profiling and
freeing U.S. political pris
oners to raising public
awareness
about
the
HIV/AIDS epidemic, selfimprovement as a basis for
family and community
development and using
hip-hop to promote social
change.
Russell
Simmons,
Chairman of the Hip-Hop
Summit Action Network,
declared, "The Chicago
Hip-Hop Summit was full
of energy and exemplified
the growing power of hiphop as a cultural phenome
non that represents the best
generation of youth ever.
The youth vote of 2004
will make a positive differ
ence in the national elec
tions."
Ludacris stated, "It's

CollegeBoard
connect to college success

The College Board®
Florida Partnership
opening doors'to college and beyond
At the urging of Governor Jeb Bush,
the state of Florida has formed a
partnership with the College Board
to increase college readiness for all
Florida students.
If you’ve taken an AP course, the AP Exam is free
for all public school students in the state of Florida.
Most Florida colleges and universities provide
credit or placement for qualifying AP® Exam grades,
enabling students to save money on tuition in
college and further their studies by placing out of
introductory college courses.
You have nothing to lose and much to gain.

Take your Advanced Placement Exam when it is
given. We think you will be glad you did. Exams are
given May 3-May 14, 2004.
For more information, visit:
www.collegeboard.com/ ap/ students
or
www.collegeboard.com/ floridapartnership

time for all of us to stand
up and show the power of
our votes so that the inter
ests of our communities
gets represented."
Kanye West and Twista
gave a freestyle perform
ance of their latest hit
"Slow Jamz." Afterwards,
Kanye West stressed the
importance of youth em
powerment. "We all have to
work on improving our
selves educationally and
culturally and be prepared
to speak out on the issues
of justice and equality," he
stated.
Common, who co
hosted the Chicago HipHop Summit along with
Kanye West, affirmed,
"Hip-hop is about truth
telling, and the truth is
there's still too much pov
erty. There's a wealth of
creative talent in our com
munities that should take
more leadership in the
struggle to eliminate pover
ty."
Both Malik Yussef and
Red Storm of Def Poetry
Jam performed spoken
word pieces. Malik Yussef
poetically called for more
unity between hip-hop
artists and hip-hop acti
vists.
A highlight of the Chi
cago Hip-Hop Summit was
the presentation of a Na
tional Achievement Award
to George Daniels, Founder
of George's Music Room,
for his contributions to the
entrepreneurial develop
ment in the African Ameri
can community. George's
Music Room is a retail out
let for music established in
1969.
Anheuser-Busch exec
utive Johnny Furr present
ed a $10,000 scholarship
check to Dr. Warrick Car
ter, President of Chicago's
Columbia College, which
specializes in higher educa
tion in the arts and culture.
"The fact that we were
able to register young peo
ple from throughout the
Midwest in preparation of
the Chicago Hip-Hop
Summit indicates that there
is an acceleration of inter
est and involvement of
youth who are participating
for the first time in the
political process," conclud
ed Dr. Benjamin Chavis,
President/CEO of the HipHop Summit Action Net
work. "This is very encour
aging and indicative of the
rising power of hip-hop."
For further information
on the Hip-Hop Summit
Action Network and regis
tering to vote, go to
www.hsan.org.
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INTERNATIONAL
Justice Minister Wants to Charge
Haiti’s Ousted Aristide with Corruption
Abuses —

De Klerk Heads Think Tank for
Developing-World Leaders------ '

F.W. de Klerk and Nelson Mandela will participate in the effort
by Gabriel Packard
(IPS/GIN) - Former
South African president
FW de Klerk will lead a
think tank in which retired
world leaders will help and
advise current leaders of
developing nations.

In coming weeks Hai
bv Stevenson Jacobs
tian authorities will appoint
Associated Press Writer
PORT-AU-PRINCE, an independent body to
Haiti (AP) - Haiti's U.S.- investigate allegations of
backed interim government embezzlement and assassi
plans to seek the extradi nations under Aristide,
tion of ousted Jean-Ber Justice Minister Bernard
trand Aristide on charges of Gousse told The Associated
corruption and rights abus Press in an interview last
es, the justice minister said Thursday.
“We are setting up a
Thursday.
The move could fur team to assemble all the
ther complicate Aristide's violations ... for which he
efforts to find a permanent is responsible, and then
we'll formally ask for his
home in exile.
Aristide, who fled Feb. extradition," he said, refus
29 as rebels were reaching ing to give a time frame.
Aristide has charged he
the outskirts of Port-auwas
kidnapped at gunpoint
Prince, is in temporary asy
lum in Jamaica. Officials by U.S. agents and put on a
there have said he will plane to Central African
move to permanent asylum Republic. Caribbean lead
in South Africa after that ers returned him to tempo
country's general elections rary asylum in Jamaica.
The United States
in two weeks.

More than 300 people
denies Aristide's claims,
were
killed in the threesaying it acted at his
week
rebellion against
request and probably saved
Aristide, including scores
his life.
Aristide's search for of police officers accused
asylum has been compli of attacking Aristide oppo
cated by countries unwill nents, along with street
ingness to deal with the gangs allegedly armed by
diplomatic fallout from his Aristide's party.
Aristide became Haiti's
charges against the United
first freely elected leader in
States.
Jamaica's government 200 years of independence
gave him shelter on condi in 1990.
He lost st$>port as he
tion he made no political
turned
to violence tq sub
statements, so it was
impossible to reach him for due opposition, but his
party, remains the most
comment.
The interim Haitian popular political move
government of Prime Min ment, especially among the
impoverished
ister Gerard Latortue esit- majority
mates as much as $1 billion people among the popula
in state funds was pilfered tion of 8.3 million.
under Aristide and has
ordered a formal audit by
an international firm.
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However,

can

president
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hand, having listened to his

ended, said the GLF will

high premium on our inde
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problem making a phone

focus on leaders who are

vakian president Vaclav
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guese prime minister Anibal Cavaco Silva.
Several other former

call maybe to the World
Bank and convincing the
World Bank that they
shouldn’t be so strong on
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leaders are supporting the
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trying to build a stable,
democratic society. He
ruled out helping Zimbab
we, calling its president,
Robert Mugabe, a dictator.
The GLF will be for

pendence," said de Klerk.
"Nobody should ever
be able to point a finger
and say that this organiza
tion has a political agenda."

De

Klerk,

jPSESHH

I have bad news for you, for all of our fellow citizens and people who love
peace all over the world, and that is that Martin Luther King was shot and
killed tonight.

Martin Luther King dedicated his life to love and to justice for his fellow
| human beings, and he died because of that effort.
In this difficult day, in this difficult time for the United States, it is perhaps
well to ask what land of a nation we are and what direction we want to
move in. For those of you who are black - considering the evidence there
evidently is that there were white people who were responsible - you can be filled with bitterness, with
hatred, and a desire for revenge. We can move in that direction as a country, in great polarization - black
people amongst black, white people amongst white, filled with hatred toward one another.
Or we can make an effort, as Martin Luther King did, to understand and to comprehend, and to replace that
violence, that stain of bloodshed that has spread across our land, with an effort to understand With compas
sion and love.
(Excerpt from Sen. Robert F. Kennedy’s speech on April 4, 1968 in Indianapolis, Ind.)

OBITUARIES
Hills-;
two
brothers,
Lawrence Hills and Bobby
Livingston; two uncles,
R.J. Miller and B.J. Miller;
one aunt, Inez Hill; a spe-^
cial friend, Thelma Bruce;
and several nieces, neph
ews, cousins and friends.
McRae Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.

ST. PETERSBURG
RITES

BATTEN, NORA LEE,
73, died March 18, 2004.
Survivors include her hus
band, Bishop Johnnie
Batten; two sons, Johnnie
A., Clearwater, and Donald
(Vanessa),
Wilmington,
Del.; two daughters, Gwen
dolyn Batten and Faye
Batten, both of Clearwater;
eight stepsons, Robert,
Albany, Ga., Cornell, Na
ples, James Thomas (Wy
nona), Abram, Leon, Da
vis, all of Clearwater, and
Willie, Ga.; one stepdaugh
ter, Lula, Ft. Lauderdale;
10 grandchildren; several
stepgrandchildren
and
great stepchildren; and sev
eral nieces, nephews, other
relatives
and friends.
McRae Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.

mother, Marius Davis, St.
Petersburg; his father, John
Ritley, Ft. Myers; his
adopted mother, Celestine
Knight; his adopted father,
Robert Gamer; one brother,
Tommy Davis, St. Peters
burg; three sisters, Dekisha
Davis, Dameka Williams
and DeShandra Williams,
all of St. Petersburg; his
paternal
grandmother,
Louise Anderson, Ft.
Myers; three aunts, Glen
dale Davis and Kathy
Fowler, both of Tampa, and
Ann Tyson, Ft. Myers; one
uncle, Tonies Davis, Tam-

CALVARY
CATHOLIC
CEMETERY
Burial Spaces

$890
Pre-Need Interest-free
program
available

pa; two great aunts; two
great uncles; and several
cousins, other relatives and
friends. McRae Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.
HILLS,
JAMES
“NICK”, SR., 58, died
recently. Survivors include
his wife, Essie G. Hills;
two sons, James Victor
Hills, Jr., and Julian Jabbar
Hills; one sister, Ferrell

THORNTON,
GEORGE ALBERT, SR.,
86, died March 29, 2004.
Survivors include his wife,
Annie Belle Thornton; six
sons,
George
Albert
(Judith) Thornton, Jr.,
David L. (Ruth) Thornton,
Gerald C. Thornton, Paul
M. (Vicky) Thornton,
Arthur
L.
(Doreen)
Thornton, all of St. Louis,
and Charles (Cookie)

Ok Staff of Dh
Ol/eeky dtiaffs.nge.’i
OVtS
(Maureen)
Thornton,
Florida; three daughters,
Jean Scott, St. Louis, Mo.,
Dara R. Farley, Calif., and
Lisa K. (Craig) Rollins,
Florida; 40 grandchildren;
eight great grandchildren;
and several other relatives
and friends. McRae Fu
neral Home, St. Petersburg.

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME
SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987
Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
Serve All National Cemeteries
for Veterans
s
“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”

DAVIS, DEVON MI
CHAEL, 15, died recently.
Survivors include his

11801 - U.S. 19 N.
Clearwater, FL

727-572-4355

Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

727-894-2266 / FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

"It's all taken care of"
These Were the Words that
brought calm to me When my
family member passed aWay.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only Was
the funeral paid for - it Was
at prices that Were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and Won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
hoW you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

MCRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005
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Twelve Hundred Students And Mentors
Gather At The Historic Old Capitol In
Support Of Take Stock In Children

Gov. Jeb Bush addresses more than 1200 students,
mentors and sponsors for the Take Stock in
Children Program
TALLAHASSEE
Gov. Jeb( Bush, Lieutenant
Lt. Gov, Toni Jennings, and
state lawmakers joined
more than 1,200 Take
Stock in Children students,
mentors, and sponsors at a
celebration to honor men
toring at the historic Old
Capitol in Tallahassee.
Bush took a few minutes
from his schedule to speak
to the group, referring to
Take Stock in Children as
the best mentoring and
scholarship program in
Florida. He also praised
the combined efforts of
Take Stock in Children, the
Governor’s
Mentoring
Initiative,
and Prison
Fellow,ship Ministries in
providing ■ scholarships,
mentors, and hope to the
children of prisoners at the
organization’s eighth annu
al Rally in Tally at noon
today iii front of the Old
Capitol.
Held annually, Take
Stock in Children’s Rally
honors its mentors and
demonstrates the impact of
its scholarship and’ mentor
ing program to lawmakers
in Tallahassee. Students
and mentors
statewide
travel to Tallahassee each

year to meet their local leg
islators and show their sup
port for the organization
that is changing the lives of
low-income children and
working to break the cycle
of academic failure and
poverty.
Jennings presented the
Champion of Mentoring
Award to Secretary James
Crosby of the Florida
Department of Corrections
on behalf of Take Stock in
Children. The Department
of Corrections partnered in
the "Children of Prisoners:
Children of Promise" proj
ect and asked prisoners at
two state facilities to rec
ommend their middle and
high school-aged children
for admission to the Take
Stock in Children program.
Children must meet finan
cial, academic, and behav
ioral requirements to be
considered for scholar
ships. Sixty students will
receive the scholarship and
mentoring services of Take
Stock in Children. With
the help and support of car
ing adults and the promise
of a college scholarship,
children who once were the
quiet forgotten will begin
to realize unimagined suc-

cesses. The historic part
nership between Take
Stock in Children, the
Governor’s
Mentoring
Initiative, the Florida
Department of Corrections,
and Prison Fellowship
Ministries gives children of
incarcerated parents hope
for a better future.
In addition, Education
Commissioner Jim Home,
Attorney General Charlie
Crist,
and
Secretary
Rebecca Mattingly of the
Florida Lottery voiced
their support to the mentors
and students in attendance.
Mike Weinstein, President
of Take Stock of Children
served as master of cere
monies.
The Florida Lottery
was the sponsor of the
event. Since 1999, the
Florida Lottery has trans
ferred more than $3.7 bil
lion to the Educational
Enhancement Trust Fund
(EETF). This brings the
Lottery’s commitment to
education revenue transfers
to more than $13 billion to
date. The Florida Lottery
was created by a constitu
tional amendment in 1986
for the purpose of enabling
the people of our state to
benefit from significant
additional moneys for edu
cation.
Outback Steakhouse, a
founding sponsor of Take
Stock in Children, donated
and served an exceptional
lunch for the crowd of
nearly 1,200 people. Paul
Avery,
President
of
Outback Steakhouse, has
served as the Chairman of
the Board of Directors of
Take Stock in Children for
over two years.
Founded in 1995 in

Festival Showcases Scholarships
TAMPA , ChairScholarsi Foundation, Inc.
presents.
‘Pirates
of
Carencia’ on Saturday,
April 24 frpm 1 p.m. to 6
p.m. The festival will be
held at 16101 Carencia
Lane in Odessa.
ChairScho1ars
Foundation, in association
with
the
Education
Foundations of Hills
borough, Pasco, Pinellas,
and Polk Counties, will
award ”58 ChairScholarships to Tampa Bay area
students. Each student will
sign a‘contract promising
to stay in school, keep up
their /grades, and remain
drug and crime free. Upon
high school graduation,
eligible students receive a
full tuition scholarship to
any Florida college, uni
versity or
vocational
school through the Florida
Prepaid College Program.
The festival for this
year’s contract signing,

called
‘Pirates
of
Carencia,’ is a forum for all
past, present and future
ChairScholars to gather
with family and friends.
The day’s activities feature
games, food, music and
pirates entertaining the
attendees.
ChairScholars
Foundation is a Florida
based program started by
Hugo and Alicia Keim.
The-national program start
ed in 1992. National pro
gram -students receive
$5,000 a year for any col
lege up to four years. The
ChairScholars Foundation
National Program has pro
vided 70 college scholar
ships to physically chal
lenged graduating seniors
from across the nation. In
addition, 36 students have
already graduated. This
year, toe national program
will award 16 more schol
arships.
The
Tampa
Bay

ChairScholars
program
started in 1996 in associa
tion with the Hillsborough
Education Foundation. The
local program has awarded
150
scholarships
to
Hillsborough County stu
dents who without this
financial help could not
attend
college.
ChairScholars, in partner
ship with Pasco, Pinellas,
and
Polk
County
Education Foundations,
has awarded an additional
56 scholarships. 42 new
ChairScholars will be
accepted this year among
the four counties making a
total
of
248
local
ChairScholarships award
ed in just eight years.
For web site informa
tion, go to www.chairscholars.org. For donation
and other information,
contact Dr. Hugo Keim at
(813) 920-2737 or (813)
391-1003.

WE BUY HOUSES

GET CA$H NOW!
QUICK CLOSINGS

Kid's
Komer

response to the need for a
scholarship program that
provided more than just
financial assistance to
recipients, Take Stock in
Children is an award-win
ning program that provides
scholarships, mentors, and
hope for a better future to
Florida’s most deserving
children. A public-private
partnership, this schoolbased mentoring organiza
tion has positively affected
the lives of more than
7,000 children. Scholar
ships
are
purchased
through the Florida Prepaid
College Foundation, which
provides matching funds to
double the impact of schol
arship donations to Take
Stock in Children. Take
Stock in Children is the
only statewide scholarship
program in Florida to pro
vide trained, dedicated
mentors representing every
segment of society who
mentor their students
weekly from middle school
through high school gradu
ation. To leam more, visit
www.takestockinchildren.c
om.
There’s A Reason
To Read

The Weekly Challenger!

• The next meeting of the
Pinellas County School
Board will be Tuesday,
April 13, at 10 a.m. in the
conference hall of the
administration building,
301 Fourth St. SW, Largo.
Citizens may speak about
any item on the agenda not
involving a hearing on
employee discipline by
registering before the item
is introduced. Presentations
from the audience regard
ing items not on the agenda
may be made at or before
noon. For more informa
tion, contact Ron Stone,
associate superintendent
for human resources and
public affairs, 588-6273.

(727) 686-9915 • (727) 743-4751
FARN

$1000.00 IN CASH FOR INFO LEADING TO A HOUSE PURCHASE

Thinking, Working,
And Expecting The
Best!--------------------Hi! I’m Jared Houston
and I’m here today to give
you some words of wisdom
about why it’s important to
think positive. It’s impor
tant to . think positive
because the outcome might
be in your favor. If you
think positive, you will try
your best. That’s all your
teachers, coaches, parents,
and instructors ask for.
If you’re positive, peo
ple will want to work with
you and help you achieve
goals. It’s hard to help
someone with a negative
attitude.
You have to believe in
yourself and hope for the
best. If you think positively
about your goal, then
there’s a higher probability
that it will happen.
Your thoughts can be
the difference between
winning and losing. I have
an example from my own

life. I play football. I
remember one time when it
was the first round of the
playoffs. The score was
twelve to twelve. I was on
the sideline crying and
pouting but then I remem
bered what my principal,
Jesse Williams,
from
Academy Prep, told me.
There’s a sunny side to
everything, and don’t sweat
the small stuff.
I calmed down and
when I was on the field, I
did my best. We ended up
winning twenty four to
twelve. That is a pure
example of a good conse
quence after positive think
ing. On the other hand, my
classmates always com
plain about tests and
quizzes. They say, "This
test is too hard," or "I’m
going to fail." But they’re
giving up before they even
try. They’re becoming

•
Special
Olympics
Pinellas County will hold a
"Draft Party" 1-4 p.m.
Sunday, April 25, at the
Highland
Recreation
Center, 400 Highland Ave.,
Largo. The event is meant
to attract new athletes and
coaches
to
become
involved with Special
Olympics, a grass-roots
movement that provides
year-round sports training
and athletic competition to
children and adults with
intellectual
disabilities
through more than 200 pro
grams in 150 countries.
The event will provide free
physicals for new athletes,
who may be as young as

age 8; free food; a free Tshirt; the chance to partici
pate in one of the 20-plus
sports - from aquatics to
volleyball - offered in

Florida and information
about recreational pro
grams
in
Clearwater,
Largo, St. Petersburg and
through other community

agencies.
For more information,
contact - David Haines,
(727)‘462-1556.

Jarvis K. El-Amin
Author, Sales Trainer & Motivational Speaker
In-person signing of my new book

“From South Georgia To South Africa”
The Journey on a Rocky Road to Success
A Self-Help/ Entrepreneurial Book

When:

Where:

Saturday,
April 10, 2004
12:00 - 2:00 pm

Peacesonian News
1617 16th Street S.
St. Petersburg, FL

Guest Appearance:

Michelle B. Patty
Radio Talk Show Host/
Entrepreneur

(727) 542-2278 Or (813) 787-6652

CROWN SUZUKI’S

LOW PAYMENT DAZE!
America’s #1 Warranty -100,000 Miles
2004 Aerio SX

stock/37997

2004 Forenza

stock/38094

Equipped, not stripped!

A "Consumers Digest Best
Buy,” this car is very unique
with power windows and
locks, AM/FM/CD, and lots
of storage space.

Power windows and locks,
AM/FM/CD, 4 wheel disc brakes,
much more!

Sale Prlcel
$9,999*

Sale Price!
$11,999*

$175/mo.

$210/mo.

2004 XL-7

stock/ 38075

2004 Vitara 4DR

stock/38044

1 passenger seating, V-6,
power windoiws, locks, and

Automatic, air, power windows,

mirrors, cruise, AM/FM/CD,

V-6 engine.

locks, and mirrors, AM/FM/CD,

much more!

Saia Prlcel
$13,999*

Sale Price!
$17,999*

$245/mo.

$315/mo.

LOST YOUR JOB?/ DEATH IN THE FAMILY?/ LIENS ON YOUR HOUSE?/ NEED

CALL ANYTIME WE CAN HELP!

Jared Houston is a 6th grader at
Academy Prep Centerfor
Education of St. Petersburg.

telling himself that he was
going to win, and he did.
He also kept his mind
focused on his goal. No
matter what happened, he
would not give up. That is a
form
of
self-control.
President Lincoln continu
ously challenged himself,
courageously so.
The last person I would
like to use as an example is
my lovely mother. She had
my brother and me back to
back. She was a single
mother with two kids and
she still went to college.
She could have easily quit
college, but did she? No!
She left temporarily. She
came
home
to
St.Petersburg to work two
jobs to take care of us, but
had every intention of fin
ishing school. My mother
returned to school and
earned a degree. She is a
positive thinker and a hard
worker. For that, God has
blessed her with good con
sequences.
If you take anything
away with you today,
please remember this: your
thoughts create reality. Try
your best, and you’ll suc
ceed. If you think you can,
you will. If you think you
can’t, you won’t. Please
take these words, and use
them in your everyday life.

School Happenings

MORTGAGE PAYMENTS BEHIND?/APPROACHING FORECLOSURE?/ DIVORCE?

SOMEONE TO TAKE OVER THE PAYMENTS?/ANY SITUATION - NO PROBLEM!

by Jared Houston

defeatists, which means
they’re people who expect
defeat.
Another example of
good consequences is
Abraham Lincoln. Most
people don’t know this, but
Abraham Lincoln failed
continuously before he
finally became president of
the United States. He ran
for different political
offices prior to the presi
dency and lost. In fact,
Abraham Lincoln had a
stream of bad luck in his
life. He failed for business
in 1831. He was defeated
for the Legislature in 1832.
He failed in business again
in 1833. His sweetheart
died in 1835, and he suf
fered a nervous breakdown
in 1838.
Between
1838
andl 858 he was defeated
six times for public office.
Did he give up like most
Americans would? No.
Then what happened? In
1860, he became the presi
dent of the United States.
One of his famous quotes
was, "Most folks are as
happy as they make up
their minds to be."
Sounds to me like
Abraham Lincoln practiced
one approach to positive
thinking, which focuses on
commitment, control and
challenge.
President
Lincoln made a positive
commitment to himself by

MAKE
THE
SMAIT
tysiml MOVE

CROWNaSUZUKI
B.S. 19 & 54th Aire. N. • SL Pelersfcura

727-527-71S1

OPEN
SUNDAYS

‘Sale price Includes $2000 cash or trade equity. All rebates to dealer. 72 mos. @ 7.9% A.P.R. with approved credit.
Tax, tag & title not included.
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Mt. Zion Progressive
We Invite you to. our
Good Friday Presentation of
"From
Crucifixion
to
Resurrection," Friday, April 9
at 7 p.m. The combined
choirs of Mt. Zion, under the
direction of Brother H.B.
Samuels II, Minister of Music
will be performing.
Crown
Financial
Ministry: Teaching God’s
people His financial princi
pals. To enroll for the next
class, please contact Deacon
Joe Mitchell, Deacon Jerard
Hubbard or Deacon Antoine
Benjamin for further details
or contact the church office at
(727)894-4311.
Mt. Zion is reintroducing
its SAFE Ministry, Fridays at
7 p.m. at the Kings Kid’s
Academy Building, 950 20th
St. S. If you or a family
member is interested in learn
ing about, or coping with sub
stance abuse, please contact
Bro. A.J. Murphy, (727) 4812609. Where there is a need,
God will make a way.
Calling all experienced
Drummers!!! If you’re inter
ested in joining Mt. Zion’s
Drum Line, please call
Everard Harris at (727) 8661034 for details.
Mt.
Zion’s
Youth
Ministry needs volunteers for
Wednesday Nights, please
call Bro. Troy Gidron at (727)
864-3550 for further details.
Attention RN'S, CNA'S
and LPN's. The Wellness
Ministry is organizing the
component of the Nurses
Guild to their Ministry. Please
contact
Sister
Carolyn
Swanson at (727) 825-6692
or fill out a form located in
the Church foyer.
The Reading and Math
Enhancement Program meets
every Tuesday and Thursday,

6 p.m. to 8 p.m. for children
age 5-13. Students that are
interested in the program,
please apply in the Genesis
Building. We are in need of
teachers and volunteers to
assist in areas such as moni
toring and one-on-one teach
ing. Classes meet in the Kings
Kids Building. For more
information, please call (727)
894-4311 ext. 808.
Mt.
Zion
Human
Services, Inc. provides after
school training & tutoring
services for youth ages 14-18
through
the .
Youth
Opportunity Center. The pro
gram offers an opportunity to
improve your grades, on-line
practice for the FCAT,
ACT/SAT prep, earn your
high school diploma, earn
your GED, and earn an
opportunity to be selected to
win a free computer. For fur
ther information, please con
tact George B. Smith at (727)
894-4311 ext. 302.
Updated Pickup Info:
The church van will be happy
to give you a ride. We pick up
Sunday through Thursday.
Please try to notify us one day
in advance. For regular pick
up please leave a message
with the church office at
(727) 894-4311 ext. 801. For
emergency pick up ONLY,
call Coa-Coa Rivers at (727)
550-0396, or Brother Peter
Smith at (727) 895-9261.

"He is not here: for he is
risen, as he said. Come, see
the place where the Lord lay."
Happy Easter'to all and
welcome to Travelers' Rest.
Easter Sunrise Service will be
held at William's Park, 6:30
a.m. The men are requested
to meet at the church at 5:30
a.m. to go to the park to help
with the seating arrange
ments. Everyone is invited!!
Needing transportation,
meet at the church at 6 a.m.
Family members are encour
aged to support our Easter
program to be held during
9:30 a.m. Sunday School. We
also solicit donations of
Easter treats for the children
as well as donations of Easter
lilies and flowers for the pul
pit.
Our Traditional Worship
service will begin at 11 a.m..
Pastor Browne will preach the
morning message.
The
Konsonant Choir will sing
during the ministry of music
under the leadership of musi
cian, Barbara Davis. Usher
Board Number 2 will serve as
doorkeepers and Men's
Ministry will greet the con
gregation.
Weekly Activities:
• Thurs., April 8 at 11 a.m.
In-depth Study of the
Scriptures and Bible Study
(Mid-Day); Nursing Home
Visitation; 7 p.m. Konsonant
Choir Rehearsal
• Sat., April 10 at 10 a.m.

Sunday School Teachers'
Meeting
• Mon., April 12 at 5:30 p.m.
Youth Choir Rehearsal and
Bible Study
• Tues., April 13 at 7 p.m.
Trustee Ministry Meeting
• Wed., April 14 at 6 p.m.
Dinner Served; 7 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer; 7:308:30 p.m. Adult Bible Study
We extend an invitation
to you to become a part of the
Travelers' Rest church family.
Contact the church at (727)
822-4869 for additional infor
mation.
Jesus Paid it all! Happy
Easter!

Greater Light AME Zion Church
1400 9th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 823-3611
Tuesday................. ....................... -Bible Study 7 p.m.
Friday.............................. Evangelistic Service 7 p.m.
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship -11 a.m.
Pastor Dr. Henry Jones

GRACE FELLO WSHIP CENTER
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg , FL33711 • (813) 328-9412

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

F
E
L
L

CENTER

GRACE
O
SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 -10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

W

s
H
I
P

Phone
(813) 328-9412

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN'S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

The Rev. Willie D. Miller
and the Concord family
extend an invitation to join us
in our Resurrection Sunday
Sunrise Worship Experience
at 6 a.m. We will have a
Fellowship Breakfast after the
Worship Experience. We will
reassemble at 9:30 a.m. for
Church School and the Youth
Easter Program. We will not
have a 10:50 a.m. Worship
Experience,
Prayer Meeting and
Bible study each Wednesday
at 7 p.m. Please join us for

Wednesday night Prayer
Meeting and Bible Study. We
are
currently ; studying
Foundation Principles for
Biblical Family Counseling.
Come and be blessed. There
is a class for the youth on how
to apply Biblical principals in
their lives daily,
The Bus Ministry Leader
is asking anyone desiring
transportation to church,
please call by 5 p.m. on
Saturday. The contact num
ber is (727) 244-0832.

“All evil thoughts unmistakably,
unceremoniously, plus unavoidably,
come back to their ill-fated sender.”

G.I. Bradley from Providence
MBC in Palmetto will be the
guest speaker. We are extend
ing a welcome to all of our
friends and family, to share
with us in this grand occa
sion.

3501 37th. St So. • St. Pete, FL 33711
Church: 867-4144
Pastor: Elder Franklin Evans
Co-Pastor: Sis. Rebecca L. Evans
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:15 a.m.
Bible Study (Monday)
7:00 p.m.
Youth Bible Study (Tuesday) 6:30 p.m.
Prayer (Wednesday)
6:30 p.m.

5■

Moore’s Chapel
AME Churcli
Rev. James T. Blount - Pastor
Sunday Worship - 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School (all ages) - 9:30a.m.
Noon Day Prayer/Bible Study - Wednesday -12:00 p.m.
Bible Study - Wednesday - 7:00 p.m.
3037 - Fairfield Avenue south
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 321-3545
“Where The Word Is Changing Lives”

Thompson and the First
Baptist Institutional Baptist
Church. Please join in these
events and feel welcome to
participate.

Rev. Fleming Tarver and The Original Florida Spiritualaires
Celebrating Another Year of Praising the Lord in Song
Sunday, April 11,. 2004 • 7:00 P.M.
Galilee's New Frank Cubby Fellowship Center
505 35th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Earnest Jones, Pastor
Rev. Tarver and the gfoup are one of the oldest gospel singers in the area
and have been on the radio longer than any other group in the area.
We want to take this time to say thanks to all of our listeners, especially our
sponsors, Evangelistic Women Radio Personalities, and supporters.

Participating in this Celebration .
The Virginia Aires, Chesapeake, Virginia
The Mighty Sons of Zion, St. Petersburg
Sis. Dianne Hughes and The Outreach Choir, St. Petersburg
Bethel Metropolitan Men Singers, St. Petersburg
For Laughter...Comedian Lynwood Williams, Tampa
For information, Call (727) 327-9979

1M

Kin*!
NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

WHEN LIFE KNOCKS YOU TO YOUR KNEES, YOU’RE IN THE

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

PERFECT POSITION TO PRAY!

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

Simday Services;
Church School................................ 9am
Praise & Worship Service ....10:30am

Tuesday Services:
Prayer Service.......................... 6:30pm
Bible Study................. .............. ....7pm

A ‘Woman After
Spirituady Connected
god's
Own Fleart...

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Queen Street
Church Ot God In Christ
1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

(727)896-5228

Ordained Missionary
Johnnie Mae toward
Cad: 727 895-5239

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Tuesday Bible Study
7:30 P.M. - Thursday Pastoral
Teaching

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor

Cadfor Trayers &
‘Testimonies

Join us as we [ft up the name ofJesus

Good Saiparitap
Baptist Church

Covenant

Baptist
Clinreli

1820 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
Ph: (727)821-3265

3850 Pompano Drive SE,
Coquina Key
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Ph: 865-9636

Pastor,
Joseph Bobby Reid
The Rev. Larry Wilfukmsj

Prayer/Praise Service

Pastor

7:30 p.m. Wednesday

The congregation would (ihe to invite you and your
famiiy to worshij) with us. Come as you arel

Bible Study

8:00 p.m. Wednesday

Sunday Service ......................................8:45 A.M.
Wednesday Bible Study
........... 7:00 P.M.

Sunday School

9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship

“The Church of Love, Heallpg aijd Segtoratioit”

10:00 a.m.

Prayer (Tues. & Thurs.) 11 a.m.-1-2 p.m.
Prayer (Sat.)
6:00 a.m.

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

church.
All Mission Day Annual
Fellowship will be observed
at 3:30 p.m. on April 18. The
guest speaker and church will
be the Rev. Wayne G.

Big Apifiversary apd Easter Celebration

-Sri Chinmoy

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
Emmanuel Christian Fellowship Inc.

and the Florida Spiritualaires
Anniversary and Easter
Celebration will take place at
7 p.m. at Galillee's beautiful
new Frank Cubby Fellowship
Center located across from the

Concord Missionary
Baptist Church

r>l 51

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

You are cordially invited
to observe Easter Celebration
at Galilee Missionary Baptist
Church on Easter Sunday April 11. Sunrise Service will
be at 7 a.m. with the Rev.
Daryl Seay delivering the
message.
The Easter Program will
be held at 9 a.m. presented by
the Youth Department. Pastor
Earnest Jones will the deliver
his Annual Easter Message
during the mid-morning wor
ship at 10:50 a.m.
The Youth Easter Egg
Hunt will be Saturday - April
10 from 1-4 p.m. on the
church grounds.
The Rev. Fleming Tarver

Good Samaritan Baptist Church
The Good Samaritan
Baptist church family will
celebrate its 2nd anniversary
on Sunday, April 25 at 4 p.m.
The service will be held at the
Gethsemane MBC located at
2580-12th Ave. S. The Rev.

Easter Events

Galilee Missionary

Travelers' Rest

Greater MT. Zion
African MeThodisT
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m..
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Schedule of Services
Church School ........................... 9:30
Morning Worship ...................
.11
Baptist Training Union ............
.5
Evening Worship ...............
6:30
Prayer Meeting
Thursday...................
7
.

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

“One weekfrom church makes one weak ”

__________________________
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Lake Maggiore Baptist Church
The Mission of the Lake
Maggiore Baptist Church is to
be a Covenant fellowship:
worshipping God, equipping
believers, Evangelizing the
lost, ministering effectively.
Matthew 29:19-20
We have a community
Food Pantry and Clothes
Closet that is A Ministry of
PRAY sponsored by Lake
Maggiore
Baptist
and
Southside Tabernacle Baptist
Church.
Upcoming Ministries:
• ICE Team meet the last three
Monday of each month in the
fellowship Hall, this is a door
to door outreach Ministry.

• May 6- National Day of
Prayer. Meet at City Hall for
prayer for Let Freedom Ring.
At 175 5th St. N. Time: 12:20
p.m. until 12:40 p.m.
• April 29, Good Friday
Program at Noon at LMBC in
the fellowship Hall.
• The Lakewood Terrace
Neighborhood Association
meet every 3rd Thursday of
the month in LMBC
Fellowship Hall at 7 p.m.
• April 23, "Pray" Street min
istry for more information
contact the Rev. Fluker at
(727) 894-5315.
• The Youth Group is going on
A Spring outing to Pass-A-

Grill on April 10 for more
information
contact
Claranette Williams.
• April 29, Grace Community
Baptist Church Anniversary at
Southside Tabernacle Baptist
Church located at 3647 18th
Ave. S. in St. Petersburg.
Service at 7 p.m. The Rev.
Fluker will given the mas
sage, the Choir and Church
Member are invited.
A cooperative Southern
Baptist,
Multi-cultural
Church,
Everybody
Welcome!

PRAYER HELPS

All Nation Church Of God By
Faith
Greeting in the names of
the Father, Son and Holy
Ghost. The women confer
ence was a big success over
the weekend Friday, Saturday
all the women off All Nations
was truly blessed at this con
ference if you was not there
you really missed a big treat
because God really showed
up. The women of All Nation
is looking forward to another
conference and All Nations
women along with God took
us there safe and back safe
and blessing on them.
Sunday morning service
was truly a blessing. Pastor

James E. William preach the
true vine (John 15) and every
one was blessed. Truly he's a
man of God and he will tell
you thus say the Lord. Our
devotion leader really sang
there hearts sister Alicia
Moore and brother Louis
Simpson thank God for them.
Evening communion service
was beautifully conducted by
Pastor Williams. She remind
ed us from the scriptures of
how God save his son his son
gave his life and bear the sins
of many so that we can have
eternal life in him. Mother
Thorington went back to the

CHURCH DIRECTORY

place of asking God to help
us. To live right to walk right,
talk right to be right and we
can be all he called us to be if
he help us. Amen our God is
truly and awesome God and
he's superior to all Gods.
Brother Louis sang under the
anointed Holy Spirit and all
were blessed. We gathered in
love and partook of the last
supper in the name of Jesus.
We invite you to share with us
in baptism Easter Sunday
morning at 6 a.m. at the St.
Pete pier (spa beach) and we
also invite you to our Easter
program on Sunday evening
at 5 p.m. We pray God’s rich
est blessing upon you in the
name of Jesus. From the
hearts of Pastors James E. and
Johnnie L. Williams.

WHEN LIFE KNOCKS YOU TO
YOUR KNEES, YOU’RE IN THE
PERFECT POSITION TO PRAY!
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Holy Week Continues
at Academy and
Church---------------------Accentuating the passion
of Jesus Christ throughout the
week, is continuing focus of
Bishop Academy II Christian
School,
and
New
Philadelphia
Community
Church. Sacred events to take
place during week:
Maundy
Thursday,
Thursday evening, 6-7 p.m.
Good Friday, Friday
afternoon,3-4 p.m.
Joy Saturday, Noon
(church-owned property site)
Easter Sunrise Service,
Sunday morning, 6:30 a.m.
Easter
Mid-morning
Worship, Sunday morning, 11
a.m.
Following Easter Sunrise
Service, worshippers will

“break-fast” together in
church’s fellowship hall.
Members of church family
will prepare and serve this
morning meal. Mid-morning
service will begin at 11 a.m.
Christian commenda
tions are expressed to Trustee
and Finance ministries for
their faithful diligence in both
accomplishing church family
goals and staying on task as
they pursue other spiritual
objectives. The membership
join in saluting their proac
tive and collective pertinaci
ty-

Saves

Saturday Preaching School
presents:

I CONCORD MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHVRCH |
All Worship Services are held at:
f 855 13th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Homiletics

All Church News

The premier preaching course which teaches you Sermon or Speech

Articles Should

A MUST course for the New Millenium

Be No More

Enroll Now!

Phone: (727) 244-0831
or 244-0832

selection, preparation, presentation, persuasion and conclusion.

preacher, speaker or presenter.

Class begins April 10th for 8 weeks.
Sunday School

.................. ..

.9:30 a.m.

Than 350 Words

Worship Experience ........10:50 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study .

(813) 237-6076 • 1-877-428-6588 (toll free)
Blessed Hope Bible College

Wednesday ........................................7:00 p.m.
In All-thy Ways Acknowledge Him and He
shall direct thy path. (Proverbs 3:6)

Rev. Willie D. Miller
Pastor

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete. FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard

816 E. Genesee St. • Tampa, FL 33603

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Friendship

Greater 81. Paul
Missionary Baplisl Church

Missionary Baptist

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Sunday School ................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship .... 6 p.m.

Pastor
SUNDAY

General Bible Study

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY

Meeting & Teachers Meeting

PRAYER TIMES

Rev. Clyde williams

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour before
service.
Mpndays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

Bethel

RADIOBROADCAST

Sundays 7:45 a.m.

Home: 896-8006

Pastor John A. Evans

Thursday Night Prayer

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

St. Pete, FL

Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
7 PM Youth Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

Tuesday Night

TUESDAY

820 20th Street South

(727) 906-8300

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

,

3 credit hours - Seating Limited!

l/l/e welcome you at all times.

AFRICAN Methodist EPISCOPAL

If you would like to come to church and do not have a way, call
327-0997.

Church

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class ....... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship .................. 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ........7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship................................ 5:00p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class.......... 7:00 p.m.

Pentecostal fenjple Church of God ip Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor
Morning Glory

Sunday

9:00 a.m.

Sunday School

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089
Church School
4100 Dr. Martin Luther King
Street South
SL Petersburg, FL 33705
.727-894-5315 • Fax: 727-894-5315
Emai.
www.lakemaggiorec@vahoo.cpm

Us*
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9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

......................... 9:00 A.M.

11:00 a.m.

Community Bible Study

Tuesday

7:30 p.m.

Prayer & Bible Study

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Intercessory Prayer

Saturday

5:45 a.m.

New Member Class................. 9:00 A.M.

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Morning Worship........... ...... .10:30 A.M.

“ft. eftureft working togetherfor the upbuilding of (fod’s kingdom”

Prayer / Bible Study .Tuesday 7:00 RM.
Youth Bible Study . .Thursday 6:00 RM.

Pastor Ronald Fluker
a„d wife, Shana

First Baptist Institutional Church
3144

Rev. John A. Evans
Ministry Assistant

Third Avenue South

ST. PETERSBURG, FL

Sunday School.... ..........................................9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship.........................
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night Disciple Training...........................6:00p.m.
Sunday Night Worship.............. •...............,.,7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer/Bible Study..:.........................7:00p.m.
A Cooperative Southern Baptist, Multi-Cultural
Church, Everyone Welcome!

Traveler’s Rest

Phone:

323-7518

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Missionary Baptist
Church

Sunday School, - 9:30

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021

a.m.

Morning Worship - 11:OO

a.m.

Come Worship With
the FirsT Baptist FAMILY

Mid-Morning Worship Service . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School..........................9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Weds.)

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

Blessed Hope Bible College

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

“To Be A Blessing While There Is Still Time”

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

For A Limeted Time Only!

NO MONEY DOWN!!
.—zA/lf

Start Your College Education Today • Open Enrollment

3455 26th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurcb5 @ tampabay.rr.com
Morning Worship: 8:00 and 11:00 A.M.

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311

Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.
Wednesday: Prayer Meeting/Bible Study/

www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

AWANA - 7:00 P.M

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

"Church of The Open Door -

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Centennial Celebration

1903

”100 Years of God’s Favor"

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.

2003

(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

816 E. Genesee St.* Tampa, FL 33603
813-237-6037
Toll Free: 1-877-428-6588
www.blessedhopebiblecollege.org

Bishop Elliot and
Dr. Rosemary Johnson
President.Founder/Co-Founder

REUGIOUSNEW^ontinues
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Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
"The greatest sacrifice
reflects
the
deepest
Love...(Christ’s) sacrifice,
makes us want to serve the
living God. " Hebrews 9:14

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL RATES FOR:
*
•,
, ..<
I '•
, / <•
♦
.•
•• ♦
•
♦
♦
«
>:
•
. ♦

Local and Long Distance Charters
Airport Transfers
Convention and Airport Shuttles
School Events / Field Trips
Senior Group Events
Church Group Events
Fraternal Events
Business Trips / Corporate Charters
Government Functions
Sporting Events
Shopping Trips
Casino Trips
Family Reunions
Military Reunions
Travel Agencies

Greetings in the name of
our Lord and Savior, Jesus
Christ.
Pastor Clarence A.
Williams and the Mt. Zion
church family cordially invite
you to attend worship services
with us at 919-20th St. S. We
invite you to all our services
in the upcoming week. As we
culminate the Season of Lent,
be mindful of the ultimate
Sacrifice made for mankind 4,'
which was Jesus’ Journey to
the Cross. Come be a part of
our " Resurrection Day
Services ". We’ll begin with
"Good Friday" Service at 7:00
p.m.
Join us for our "Easter
Sunrise
Service-Sunday,
April 11 - 6:30 a.m. at North
Shore Park. We’ll be in wor

us for a power-packed hour.
Your heart will be encouraged
and your spirit revived.

ship awaiting the rising of
the SON and the Sun over
the water. Our Easter pro
gram will commence at 9:30
a.m. followed by our
Contemporary Worship at
11 a.m. at the church. Let us
come together and give
glory to God, for the great
things he has done!

Upcoming events:
• April 10 - Easter Egg Hunt
at Lake Vista Park, 10 am
until 1:00 p.m.
• April 18-22- St. Petersburg
District Revival At Mt.
Olive A.M.E.
ChurchClearwater,Florida
• April 29-May 1- Sons of
Allen
Retreat,
St.
Petersburg Hilton

The Mass Choir will pro
vide ministry in song at the
11am
worship.
Pastors
Williams will proclaim the
Word of God. Come and be
blessed as we give thanks to
the Almighty One.. .Jesus the
Christ.

Looking for a church
home, we extend an invitation
to you to join us. We as a
church share The Love of God
Other
ministries and The Holy Spirit reigns.
We’d love To Have You!
include:
Thought for the week:
• Monday - Bible Study, 6
"Jesus gave his life, so that we
p.m.
• Wednesday - Early morning . could live!"
Be blessed, and have a
prayer 6:30 a.m.; Vintage
Bible Study, 11 a.m.; Men’s Jesus-filled week!
Bible Study, 6 p.m.; Hour of
Power, 7 p.m. If you’re in
need of a mid-week lift, join

Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church —
Pastor John A. Evans, Sr., ond church service will be
first lady and Friendship held at 10:30 a.m.
Tuesday, April 13, Bible
Missionary Baptist Church
Study
and Youth Enrichment
cordially invite you to attend
worship services with us Hour is held, along with
Sunday at 6 a.m. special sun Youth Choir rehearsal and
rise service for Easter at 3301 usher practice on alternate
Tuesdays.
- 31st St. S.
Wednesday, April 14,
First church worship
service will be at sunrise at 6 Noon Bible Study, along with
a.m. The church will be Bread of life Ministry serving
dressed in white. The Deacons lunch to the community at
Board will render devotion, large/in need. Wednesday
and the songs and praise of evening at 8 p.m. is Prayer
God will be sung by com Service, the Praise Team sings
bined choirs of Friendship praises to God, and Bible
Missionary Baptist Church. Study is rendered this week
The message will be rendered by Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.
We wish to express sin
by Pastor Evans.
There will be an Easter cerest condolences for those
program at 9 a.m. done by the who have lost loved ones and
Drama Ministry involving the friends or other family mem
bers this past week. We ask
youth.
Church Sunday School you to say special prayers at
begins at 9:30 a.m. with the this time for all those in the
assistant superintendent in hospital, nursing homes and
charge for the morning. A sec sick and shut-ins.

“Never depend on applause/'

PRAYER HELPS

KRIlBfHPWR

Saipt Jehij Prinjltlve Baptist Church
Elder Beniamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

Freewill

-Sri Chinmoy

Baptist

Church

The Lord looks down from heaven,

Elder: Tony Smith

M

9OO - I 6th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office(727) 895-4900 ♦ Fax (727) 895-4990
Pastor (727) 89-2 I 19

Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
; Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
5
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
f ’ .
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

He sees all the sons of men, ■

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Nite Prayer Meeting, BibIe Stuy 7:00 p.m.

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
: Scheduled Services: Early Morning - 8:00 am
■ Senior Pastor
Church School - 9:45 am
Mid-Morning - 11:00 am
7:00 pm
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study
Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

■

Macedonia

Psalm 33

Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Genesis Worship Center CZtixircti

Jesus Saves

1818 29th Avenue No., St. Petersburg 33713
(727) 898-5571 - Fax: (727) 898-5581 - gwcc@email.com

Sunday School
Sunday Celebration Service
New Converts Class, Wed.
Home Cell Services, Thurs.

■ HW ■ ■■■■■■ J
Earth Mission Miracle Temple Of Deliverance

10th Street Church Of God

Our Women’s Ministry is
planning a Women’s Confer
ence for April 23-25 with the
theme, “Serving God with
Excellence.” Our logo - Sistas
of the Ship, also Beyond as
well. Our main speaker will
be Pastor Sheila Spence. Also
featured will be Pastor Pat
Clarke from “Without Walls”
in Tampa. For further details,
please contact the church
office at (727) 906-8300
between the hours of 9 a.m.
until 3 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Other pertinent church
news can be found in the
church bulletins that are hand
ed out each Sunday by our
hospitality committee as you
enter the church for worship
service.
Be blessed, and may you
have God experience encoun
ters all week!

The Church Where The Anointing Makes
The Difference ”

207 - 10th Street North • St Petersburg, FL 33705

Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m.
Church School & Prayer
9 a.m.
. Weekly Bible Study Tuesdays 7 p.m.
Ministerial Class Thursdays 6 p.m.

(727)898-9407
•Cultural Arts Programs After School

Wed.,'Friday ’ 6:00pm - 8:00pm ■
Free Registration
For more information, contact
Deborah R. Green. Executive Director, ‘

Ministry Opportunities: Dance, Drama, Choir, Praise &
Worship, Children, Youth, Men, Women, Step Team,
Cheerleading, etc.

2611 5th. Am- • St Petersburg, 11 33711

Senior Leader, Pastor Linda L. Sesler

. Church I’hone. (727) 323-3210

Pastor’s Office: (727) 89S-9591
Rev. Constance D. Samuels - Pastor

10:00am
11:30am
• 7:00pm
• 7:00pm

Real Love, Real People...
A Church That LVLakes A Difference!

Bus ministry provided for all services • Your presence is welcomed

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor
Sunday Morning Prayer....................................................................... • .8:30 a.m.
Sunday School....................................................... .......................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................................................. ................................. .11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study............................................... ............. 7:15 p.m.
The church where what God’s word teaches is practiced!

Unity Temple Of Truth
Church

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship.................................................... 7:00a.m.
Sunday School.................................................................. 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship..........................
10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union..................................................... 4:30p.m.
Communion........................................7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays...... ....................... ................................7;30 p.m.

11 Prescott Street South

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

Sunday Morning Study ••••••••••••10:00 AM
Morning worship •••••••••••••••••••f.11:00 AM
Rev. Emily Gillespie, Guest Minister
(The Church Of The Daily Word)

”A NeW Beginning In Christ"
All Worship Services are held at:

Rev. G. M. Curry

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 Sixth Street South•St. Petersburg, Florida

All Nations Church of
God By Faith

/MaiUng Address; P,O. Box 14542 • St, Petersburg, FL 33733-4542

Phone: 727.895.7700

3000 - 4th Avenue $. • St.
Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656

Scheduled Services - Sunday

Church Education Assembly (Church Schoo!) - 8:45 a.m.
■ Prayer Time - 9:30 a.m. Praise & Worship - 9:45 a.m.
Worship Service -'10:00 a.m.
' Communion - Every first Sunday

Bible Study - Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.

Sunday School.................... ..9:30 a.m.
Rev. Frank W. Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Rev. Peggy M. Peterman
Assistant Pastor

Gtt (f&niAt tk ootid
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Morning Worship.11 a.m:
Night Worship............................................. 7 p.m. Tuesday Bible Class

.................................8 p,m. ■:

Friday Tarry Service.................... ................8 p.m. ;
Saturday Sabbath School

...............11 a,mJ

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship........................................ .7:45 a.m.
Sunday School .....................
.9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.......................
.10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.......... ....................5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship............Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Comejoin us at the Church where everyone is ‘Wetcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

Rev. Johnnie Lee WiiIiams, Pastor

Trinity Presbyterian Churcli, USA
2830 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg,’’FL 33712
(727) 327-8560 or (727) 322-0810

9:00 AM
............ ............ Prayer Time
9:30 AM ....................... Simday School
11 :OO AM ....................................Worship
12:30 I’M After Service Fellowship
.Wednesday - 6:30 PM Prayer and Bible Study

S^SSS

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the
Gospel and a Christian community for everyone.

Mefa

Cmwmumty Church
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

Deacon Ministry............................................. ............................... Deacon Edward Nesbitt
Finance Ministry............................................................................... ..
James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry.........................................................................Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry ...............................................................................................Wyvonnia McGee

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

,5t John Missionary

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH

jl

2051 - 9th Avenue South.
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Clifford E Cannedy, Sr.. Pastor
■
(813) 822-2455

Rev. FIeming Tarver, Pastor
Sunday Services

Wednesday Youth
Church SchooI....... 9:30 a.m.
RehearsaI............5:30 p.m.
Morning Worship....11:00 a.m.
Thursday
Prayer & Church
B.T.U.....................5:00 p m.
SchooI Study........7:30 p,m.
Evening Worship.....6:00 o.m.
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR
Tuesday Evening
Choir Rehearsal....l1:00 a.m.
Bible CIass............7:30 p.m.
The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

Prayer Tower Church Ot God In Christ
1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
EIder Clarence WeIch, Pastor

'Baptist Church

1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
ClearWater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

Sunday Service.............. ......................................... 8:Q0 a m
Sunday School ............................................ ” ’ ’9/30 a'm'
Morning Worship............ ................................... ! J 1:00 a m'
Baptist Training Union.............................................. 5;00 p.m.
Weekly Services

Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
The eftureft where everybody is somebody and Christ is ait

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S„ St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Rev. A, Anthony Robinson III

Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling ofGod in Christ Jesus”
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
Your
ARIES (Mar. 21-April 20) Be cautious while traveling; minor
accidents are evident. Keep your mind on your work and stay
away from situations that could ruin your reputation. Be cautious
handling tools, machinery, or dangerous objects. Secret enemies
may be holding a grudge that you’re not even aware of.
TAURUS (Apr. 21-May 21) Take action. You can pick up valu
able information if you listen to those with more experience. You
may have been trying to do too much, leaving yourself exhaust
ed and open to colds and infections. You will get out of shape
easily if you don't keep on top of things
GEMINI (May 22-June 21) You need to take a long, hard look
at yourself and your personal situation. Try to keep to yourself;
work diligently on domestic chores and responsibilities. Your
intellectual charm will win hearts and bring opportunities that
you least expect. Your time, not your cash, will do a lot more for
your relationship.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) You will be able to contribute a
great deal to organizations that you join. Put your efforts into
physical fitness programs or competitive sports. Take the time to
do your job correctly or you may find yourself looking for a new
°ne- You have bent over backward trying to help them and now
it's time to let them stand on their own two feet.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Keep your cash in your pocket and offer
them sound advice rather than your financial assistance. Pleasure
trips will be a form of healing for your emotional state of mind.
Accept the inevitable and continue to do your job. You will have
the getup and go to con tribute a great deal to groups of interest.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 23) You can easily wrap up overdue per
sonal legal matters that have caused problems for you. Your
determination and sheer desire to do your own thing will be suc
cessful. This may not be your day if you are overly melodramat
ic and umlerving everyone around you. You may be in. love this
week, but who knows what tomorrow may bring.
LIBRA (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) Enjoy the company of relatives this
week. Rewards for past good deeds will highlight your day. Tell
it like it is. You can get phenomenal returns if you present your
ideas to those who can back your interests.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) A little overtime may help you
reduce the workload. Take a look at investment opportunities.
Secret information will be eye opening. New partnerships will
develop if you join investment groups.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) If they don't want to get
involved, work by yourself. Risky financial ventures will result
in unrecoverable losses. Take time to deal with legal documents
and the affairs of people who you may be indebted to. Chances
are you could get stuck with a colleague's job unexpectedly.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22,-Jan. 20) You can meet new and excit
ing friends who will provide mental stimulation. Try to visit
friends or relatives you don't get to see often. Your trendy style
and unique way of doing things will entice new acquaintances.
You should get into some of those creative hobbies that you
always said you wanted to do.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) Your personal secrets may be
revealed if you let coworkers in on your family dilemmas. Social
events held in your home will be successful and entertaining for
those who attend. You don't need to pay out in order to have fun.
Don't ruffle the feathers of those you care about most.
PISCES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20) Don't depend on coworkers to help;
they may only hold you back. Strength will come from your abil
ity to overtake just about any one. Try to calm down and listen to
your partner's complaints. Compromise may be necessary.
Obstacles may stand in your way where career and success are
concerned.

FOR RENT

LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

DEBURR OPERATOR

“When You Need Quality
Craftsmanship ”

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR EXPERIENCED DEBURR
PERSON, MIN. 5 YRS. EXP., REMOVE BURRS, CONDI
TION SURFACES AND CLEAN PARTS, FOR CLOSE TOL
ERANCE AEROSPACE MACHINING OPERATION. APPLY
IN PERSON.

All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work
(727) 492-8195
Bonded & Insured
Lie.# ER13012312

QUALITY CONTROL

2 bedroom apartment.
Completely renovated.
New cabinets, counters,
carpet & tile. Nice
fenced-in yard. In
Queensboro Ave. area.
$565/mo. Call 727459-9507.

H. & S. SWANSONS’ TOOL COMPANY
9000 68TH STREET NORTH
PINELLAS PARK, FL 33782

2ND SHIFT POSITION AVAILABLE FOR QUALIFIED
FIRST ARTICLE INSPECTOR FOR OUR PRECISION
MACHINING FACILITY. WORKING KNOWLEDGE OF
GEO, TOL., BASIS INSP. EQUIP., & C.M.M.S. IS A MUST.
APPLY IN PERSON.
H. & S. SWANSONS’ TOOL COMPANY
9000 68TH STREET NORTH
PINELLAS PARK, FL 33782

E.O.E. WE ARE A DRUG AND SMOKE FREE WORKPLACE

MEET
YOUR
MATCH
1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157
$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

BEDDING
Bed. A brand new queen
double sided pillow top set
in plastic. Sacrifice $177.
Can deliver. 727-586-3555

E.O.E.

FAMILY STRESS
Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In sdme cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.

For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project

Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life*Health«Dental«Vision
Disability«Commercial
Liability & Bonds Also

1

The Hospice
OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

727-893-5438

RNs, LPNs

plastic. Must sell $245. Can

(FL License Required)

deliver. 727-584-6 008

orthopedic

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

Bed. Brand name king dou

Queen

WRXB RADIO STATION IS
SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF
2 YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE.
COMMISSIONED. MUST POSSESS
GOOD COMMUNICATION
SKILLS AND BE PERSONABLE.
COMMISSION ONLY. PLEASE
FAX RESUME TO (727) 321-3025

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

ble sided pillow top new in

Bed. Brand new full double
sided luxury pillow top set
in plastic. Sacrifice $146.
Can deliver. 727-585-9766

WE ARE A DRUG & SMOKE FREE WORKPLACE

BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE
WORKING FOR YOU!

&HHA./CNAS
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

mattress

set, new in plastic. Must sell.

HOTLINE NUMBERS
The Runaway Hotline:
800-RUNAWAY
(786-2929)
Family Resources Counseling:
(727) 384-8336
or (727) 449-8336

$150. Can deliver. 727- 6856008.

BED: A Cherry Wood
Sleigh Bed w/orthopedic
mattress set. Brand new in
boxes. $339. Must sell. Can
Deliver 727-586-3555.'

AD
DEAD
LINE
IS 4 P.M.
MONDAY

Please E-Mail All Ads to:
smfaith@tampabay.rr.coin

PICK OF THE
WEEK!

Are you in college?
Retired?

FLO

10-15-27

D

LOTTO

Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?

33-48-51
CA$H 3

If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

291 475 654
748
359 021 396

The Weekly Challettger
Give Us a Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

eekly Challenger

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street,
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

(727) - 822-8996

4-8 3-6 1-7

CALLTODAY

2-5 8-3 6-2

"There’s a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

Your Hospice
SUBSCRIPTION:
$30 Annually by Mail

Name

Address

When They’re Needed Most
State

City.

Zip Code

We have a long way to go.

Phone

So let us

hasten along the road, the road of

Is this a reneWal?

human tenderness and generosity.
Groping, we may find one another’s
hands in the dark.
- Emily Green Balch
1946 Nobel Peace Laureate

Make checks payable to:
Clip Wppklg (ElutlUtuu'r
(727) 586-4432 • www.thehospice.org
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Baskets Full of Bargains
Publix

1299
REQU,/.

’
Publix
Semi-Boneless
Smoked Half Ham

Decorated
Easter Cake,
8-lnch
Beautiful Easter Decorations,
-juu From the Publix Bakery,
46-oz size

Fully Cooked, Old-Fasbion Flavor,
Lean & Tender!

PUBLIX

eital, fished V57

SES Where shopping is a pleasure.®
lfilli Visit our website at www.publix.com

Prices Effective Thursday, April 8
through Saturday, April 10, 2004.
Only in the Following Counties: Lee, Collier, Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco,
Lake, Hernando, Citrus, Manatee, Sarasota, Charlotte, Polk, Orange,
Seminole, Highlands, Brevard and Osceola. Quantity Rights Reserved.
cArP

y R 1 S I Hq

REQtz,/r

Buy One Get One
PUBLIX
1957

Publix
Fresh Turkey
All Natural, USDA Inspected,
Grade A, 10 to 24-lb Avg.
(Fresh Whole Turkey Breast,
With Ribs, Premium ...lb 1.99)
While Supplies Last!

Boar's Head®
Ovengold
Turkey Breast

Half
Easter Egg
Cake

Sliced Fresh in the Publix Deli!

Chocolate or Yellow,
Beautifully Decorated, From
the Publix Bakery, 20-oz size

Publix is proud to be the only
supermarket in Florida to offer
Boar’s Head® products.

FREE
Mushrooms
Whole, White, Fresh,
16-ozpkg.

DAIRY
12-Pack Selected
Coca-Cola Products.

2/5oo

Hellmann's
Buy One
Mayonnaise Get One

Assorted Varieties, 32-oz jar (Limit two
deals on selected advertised varieties.)
Save up to 3.71

12-oz can (Limit three deals on
selected advertised varieties.)
(Selected Coca-Cola Products,
2-L bot.... .99)

ICE
Maxwell House
Regular Coffee..............

FREE

CREAM

3 qq

ji"

Rich French Roast, Auto-Drip,
Auto-Drip Master Blend, Colombian
Supreme or Lite Half the Caffeine,
33 to 39-oz can

Publix Premium
Ice Cream........... ..

/rnn
..2/Juu

Assorted Varieties, half gal ctn.
(Excluding Publix Premium
Homemade Ice Cream.)

CARD_REQp

Publix
Large White Eggs

PRODUCE
129

Grade A, 12-ct.
-ct. ctn.

Asparagus...

j69

A Holiday Favorite, Fresh

Hi

FLORAL

Robert Mondavi
Woodbridge
qqq
Chardonnay Wine....... Cr
Or Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon,
Finot Grigio, Zinfandel or Merlot,
1.5-L bot. (Limit twelve on
selected advertised varieties.)

r XRD

lb

Easter
Lily................... ................

699

A Traditional Holiday Favorite,
6-in cont. #11504637
Order your flowers today at

l-866-SND-FLWR!>>
^Fr^^(l-866-763-3597) toll free

rEQUz

Publix Coupon

lb

Beef
Rib Roast
B6ne-In, Lip On,
Publix Premium Certified Beef,
USDA Choice, Beef Rib

Boar's Head®
Sweet Slice
Boneless
Smoked Ham
Whole or Half,
A Fine Holiday Tradition!

Potatoes
Red or Idaho,
All Purpose, 5-lb bag

The Purchase of Any One (1) 64-oz bot.

Ocean Spray Juice
Assorted Varieties, Cocktail, 100%,
Tea or Grapefruit Juice Limit one deal
per coupon per customer. Customer is
responsible for all applicable taxes.
Coupon effective April 8-10, 2004.
Save 1.50

LU# 6677

